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Designed to offer the widest possible range of accurate and
reliable measurements at the lowest possible price, the versatility and usefulness of the Multiminor is further extended

by specially designed leads. These new leads, available at no
extra cost, will accept crocodile clips or PRODCLIPS.
The Multiminor takes full advantage of the possibilities of
printed circuit technique to achieve outstanding compactness
and economy of weight. The scale is clear and open. The fine
red coloured pointer and effectively damped movement facilitate
easy and rapid reading.
For use in Radio, TV, Electronics, Motor Vehicles, domestic
appliances, workshop equipment, you'll find the Multimino'
a great little meter.
Use PRODCLIPS with the MULTIMINOR (Pat. No. 748811}
These cleverly designed spring -loaded insulated prods art
the complete answer to a long -standing problem. Press
the trigger to open, release to grip. Keep your hands fret
no matter how difficult of access your test points may be.

...with the

Ranges

19

D.C. Voltage A.C. Voltage
100 rtV.
10 V.
2.5V.
25V.

00000-

0-

10

100 V.
250 V.
0-1000 V.

25 V.
100 V.
250 V.

0-1000

MULTIMINOR

0000-

V.

Write for illustrated literature

to:-

D.C. Current

V.

0- 100µA
0- ImA
0- 10mA
0- IOOmA
0- IA

Resistance
0-20,000

0-2M

Size: 5á x 3á x

Weight:

1

Iiin.

Ib. approx.

AVOCET HOUSE - 92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD
Victoria 3404 (12 lines)

LONDON - S.W.I

Men.

MMI2

THE

FOR

AMATEURS

TELEVISION

Illustrated

PACK

inch detachable bit
instrument
soldering

List No.

18

70

PUNCH

GREATER

,4DCOLIN

SIZE

PRICE

I2in.

£4. 7.6

I4in.

£4.15.0

15, 16,

(Regd. Trad. Mark)

LONDON S.W.4"

I7in.

£5.15.0

COST TO YOU

WITH

ALLOWANCE ON
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

13.17.6
14. 5.0
14.15.0

*. BUYKNOW HOW

FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO
TO REBUILD A TUBE

LONDON, S.W.4
Telephones:

EVER

Carriage and Insurance 10/6 extra on all tubes

ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD
MACauley 4272 -3101
Telegrams:

THAN

SEE THE DIFFERENCE!
month guarantee with all our tubes

700

Apply SALES & SERVICE

'SOLIOINT,

A

A

TRY ONE NOW AND

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel

List No.

PROVED
with
reliability: -

M

RADIO STATION

TUBES

British & Foreign
Patents, Registered
Designs, etc

MARSHALL'S
13

I

for

TELEVISION LTD.

St. Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.
STAMFORD
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Radio & TV Servicin g

fdition

MODELS FROM 1962 BACK TO 1956
This NEW EDITION provides all the technical
information you need for quicker repair work
now and for years ahead! It gives you full
servicing data and specialist repair hints for
the popular models marketed by 70 principal
makers during the past seven years. It is
essential to the shrewd repair man because
people are keeping their sets longer. If you have
never before examined this famous reference
work now is your opportunity. See the new
edition for a week on free examination without
obligation to buy.

Graf

MII Maker!

COMPLETE IN
6 VOLUMES

TELEVISION

RADIO

RADIOGRAMS

CAR RADIOS

TAPE RECORDERS
RECORD REPRODUCERS
DATA FOR ALL THESE MAKES-Alba, Ambassador, Argosy,
Armstrong, Baird, Beethoven, Beret, Brayhead, B.R.C., B.S.R., Bush,
Capitol, Champion, Channel, Collaro, Cossor, Cyldon, Dansette,
Decca, Defiant, Dynatron, E.A.R., Eddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan,
Emerson, E.M.I., Emisonic, English Electric, Ever Ready, Ferguson,
Ferranti, Fidelity, Ford Motor Co., Garrard, G.E.C., Gramdeck,
Grundig, H.M.V., Invicta, K -B, McCarthy, McMichael, Marconiphone,
Masteradio, Motorola, Murphy, Pageant, Pam, Perdio, Peto Scott
Philco, Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Portogram, Pye, Radiomobile,
Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D., Roberts' Radio, Sobell, Sony, Sound,
Spencer -West, Stella, Stereosound Strad, Ultra, Vidor, Walter,
Webtor. Includes special S0-page supplementary section of older
models.

PLUS 2 YEARS' FREE POSTAL ADVISORY SERVICE

More than 4,000 Circuits and Component

Layout Diagrams

2,259 Popular Models

¡1çpfffor7I'Ys

do
ifs
p
pro
fo

tfr

Every purchaser receives a Free copy of

George Newnes Ltd., 15-17 Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
Send me Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING (in 6 Volumes) and TV ENGINEERS POCKET
BOOK without obligation to purchase. I will return them
in 8 days or send 15/- deposit 8 days after delivery, then

twenty monthly subscriptions of 15/ -, paying £ 15. 15s. in all.
Cash price in 8 days is £15.
Name and address in block letters please

Mr., Mrs., Miss_.___
Address

TV ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
ENGINEERS
POCKET BOOK

PAGES
OVER 200
PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
An invaluable companion to
your set for on -the -spot repairs
Concise information on installing,

applicable
The address on left le-

272

fault- tracing and repairing, servicing equipment and alignment, etc.

Hurry - Post Coupon To -day

..._

TTck J where

(Value 12;6)

LEEEVM131,1

.._

My Property
Rented unfurnished

Occupation

Parents' Rome
Furnished Accom.
Temporary Address

Your Signature _______.._
I Parent signs if you are under 21).
(RV)533/26
Coupon is invalid if not signed and questions answered.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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EXPRESS SERVICE!!I

002

1A

OZ4

17/8 6E07
17/8 6AKS
5/. 6AL5

81- 6 A11
]A7GT 121- 6AQ5

]C5
1D8

12/6
10/8
108
17/6
1H5GT 10/6
lId
3/6
IL D5
5/1 L1
5/1N5OT 10/8
1E5
6/6
184
9/185

14

rut,
3A4
3A.5
3137
3132

7/8

6R40Y 17/8
5U40
8/8
5V40 10/-

5Y3
6Z3

5Z40

6A7
6A+
OAC7
6AGR

dAU6
iBAS
811E6
8131E6

19/5 12AT7
22/8 12A177
4/- 6L60
8/. 12AX7
4/6 0L7GT 7/8 120A6

7/8
7/10/7/8
8/-

°/-

OLIO
61.1120

6020

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W. I

8/8
19/5

9/-

10/8

9/-

4/..
5/8

61136

OCH6
6CW4

601

Nearest tube

e/- 787

24/- 7V7

6/8 00120
7/6 90CV

/-

7475
AZ31
AZ41

036
51.33
CYI
CY31
DAC32
DAFt11
2101011

1)141
U 033

8/-

D0í6

9/8 301'L1 10/8/6 301.1
8/-

U096

25/11 7Y4
7/0
7/- OBWO 14/11
6013
11/6 1oC1
13/IF23 10/C lOC2 25/11
8E24
12/8 1001 25/11
6033
7/6 101,131115/7
635
5/. 10013 15/6.16
5/6 10014 18/9
0370
8/- 12AC6 14/11
8J70T 10/6 12AD816/10
11170
5/- 12AE6 13/7
OK7GT 8/- 120117 3/6KBGT 10/e 10.1118 12/6
OK80
8/8 LLATO 7/6

8060

6/, 1)091

U 097
301.15
l'/- 01163
301'1
15/- Ú1A2
3UP12
7/6 ÚK91
300L1 10/8 ÚK92
301'L 13 12/6 ÚK00
331.6UT 9/8 ÚL33
33W4
7/8 01.66
33Z4GT Si. ÚL8

35Z50T IN5005

"THREE

D 1,72

10/- DUN

SOLOIST 10/- 131.94
33 A2
16/- 111.911
90A0 87/6 DM -0
BOAV
67/8 E000'
11030

Terms of business: -Lash with order or C.O.D.
only. Orders value 33 o more sent post /peeking
free. Orders below 63 p ease add lid. per valve.
C.O.D. orders: Minimum fee, including post and
packing, 3 /-. We are open for personal shoppers.
Mun:Fri. 8.80.5 -30. Sate. 8.30.1 P.M.

RE -BUILT

90121

8/- 150132
13/- 1211E6 9/- 007
15/7 12E5 17/6 5703

8/- 20137
8/- 311C1
8/- 30E5

PRImrose

Chalk Farm.

8/-

25/11 15AQ5 10/6
6Q7U
6/6 19111
10/6Q70T 11/- 20131 14/11
61170 10/- 2012 25/11
61150
7/8 20 LI 25/11
1iV6G
7/- 201'1 25/11
6V6GTG 8/8 201'3
22/8
OX4
5/- 201'4 15/11
OX50T 8/- 21f03
22/8
6/30L'2 10/- 25240 11/5
7137
8/6 278U
19/5

8/6BQ7A 15/611117
12/6
ERRS 18/2
8BW6 10/8
e/- 08W7 8/OC4
8
5/5%8
6U5
6/6 7125
8/- 1iCO
618 701
10/6 GCB
13/8 707

12/8
5/304
7/6
3QSGT 9/8
384
7/SV4

EATS

7/8 6E23
8/- ELI

0:1001'
RASO

EA70

9093
16/- EAUC80
0036
4/- E0181
9/8
17/8 EAF42 0/- EF37A 8/- E5184 10/8
37/8 E1634
2/6 E139
5/0 :1183 18/10
18 /- E1341
15/- EN'31 53/8/6 El'40
7/6 EBOL
4/- 0:F41
9/- EY31
8/7/6 F.0C3 23/10 RF42 10/6 EY83 16/2
7/6 EBC33 5/- EF511(A) 7/- EY84
14/10 /- E0C41 8/6 E031ER) 5/- EY86
9/13/7 E161781 8/- RF34
5/- EZ40
7/15/- 1:0080 01- E 07
12/0 E241
7/18/9 E13083 18/7 EFNn
d/- E290
7/18/2 I111099 9/6 E1,85
0/- EMI
7/11 /- E1:52
5/8 EF86 10/8 11230
9/10/6 6,254
8/- F.FM)
9/- 0z32 101./8 UZ34
8/- EC70 12/6 R1'91
1!/8/6 EC81
27/6 l's002
4/8 1]530928/11
13/7 E592 18/- 209; 13/- 111'112 20/10/8 ;7CU3420/11 E094 13/- I:T33C 10/15/- EC1.35 8/8 E
13/2 KT36 29/1
3/I E12G0 17/6 EF1Y4 12/C KT41 25/11
8/8 EG(i3l 8/- F.K:r!
8/5 K'2+'. 12/8
9/- F.l'U82 8/8 F.1.:11!
5/- KTI11 13/6
8/0 E'CT;83 7/6 :L33
12/8 KT63
7/12/- EUCw4 C/- F.1.31 15/- KTOO 15/0:CC93
1:1316
8/C
25/11 KT88 43/C
8/8
9/- KTW61 6/6
10/6 ECCeb 18/- i:L41
6/C 1.5F80 10/6 :i1.42 10/8 K1'W62 7/8
16/5 ICTW6:1 8/6
9/C ECF82 11/6 h:1.M
17/6 Ii5Fe6 19/5 e:1,83 19/5 KT'/.83 7/8
15/- Ec'.1121 22/8 51,4
7/L 1E3
6/.
15/- 87121133 6/6 E1.05 13/7 MI1LD812/8
7/- ECH42 9/8 EI.n6 18/10 MU12/14 8/7/6 E12H6I 9/- EL91
5/- 137
22/8
0/8 Ec'1183 13/7 BL95 10/8 178
22/8
7/8 ECL80 9/- EL820 18/2 16108 23/10
80/- ECU!) 10/8 01.821 25/11 1308 20/1
30/. ECL83 18/9 EL021 18/6 16330 15/34/6 EC'1,88 18/2 E1134
9/6 P61
3/8
2/- EF9
22/8 E:1171 23/10 PCC84 8/9/0 , 02"
14/- 0:31,0
9/- PC('85 9/6
1

Complete catalogue oí valves, transistors, ndilen,
oondensers, metal rectifiers. speakers and other
components. Price 6d.

FOR ONLY Ed. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN
ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT
TRANSIT.
CUSTOMERS' RISK.
Pl 'L8» 10/1" /11 8/6
l'11589
10/0/- U16
l'UOMO
48/8
8/- U19
PC1'82 10/b U2'2
6/-

PC084 16/2 1124
0cte'86 8/8 1.125
PCLs2 10/- U26
PC L83 10/6 U31
PC1.84 9/6 123.9
PCL85 12/6
PCLBO 16/1
PEN 111 7/6
l'L'33 18/0

0L36

12/4
PM84 16/10
PX4
10/6
PY3'2 18/b
l'Y80
7/v
l'YB
7/8
7/PYö2
l'Y83
8/6
í'Y88
13/P/.30 19/5
l' 1.84

1

9/14/-

1112
1118

R19
81'41

10/5
9/8

U35
1737

U45
U50
USO

11251
17281
11282

0/0
8/C

19/5

6/16/2
16/£
14/19/5

9/8 0A79

8/.

3/. OCI9
10/6 0022
CL44 15/11 0C26
ÚL40 14/6 0C'28

25/23/-

0121181

lÚÚL88
ÚL82

8/11/6 OA81
4/18/9 OA86
2/6
0/- OA91
12/6 OA95
3/6
10/8 0E310 9/8
5,- OÁ211 18/6
18/8 OC16W 35/-

U041
11042
Ú1V89

UF'80
GF86

Uí89
111.41

UL94
UM4

l
U

-/8 OC86
7/- 0070
7/- 0071

Y41
Y86

22/- 1013C
92/8 V0105

8/14/- 2R1.50 7/6
8/8 W107 18/1
11801
29/1 W720 16/5
UABC80 9/- X80
12/8
L'AF42 9/5 X78
22/8
U841 12/- X79
02 /8
UBC41 8/5
109 18/10
UBCAI 11/- Eds
77/6
UBF80 6/- '/.86
17/8
UI1F09 9/8
1,301
329

C404

6/8

8/18/8/-

0(172

0073
O(:75
0C'76

0078
OC81

0081M
OC89

0083
0084
0C'140

00170

OC171
ß/- OCP71
8/. Vu/ R2

9/- UCF80 18/2 OA79

T41

25/

25/18/21/6
9/9/3
9/92/6
25/6/8

8/6 OC85

17/0 OC36
1634 16/10 OC41
1,1180 14/11 OC44
Ú1'1N 18 /2 OC45
Y21
16/2 ()cos

8/8 UCC84 14/8 Tran*Glon
27/2 UIX:85 9/- rand diode*

8061
8U23

TYRO' 13/- 17C1142 9/0 0A71

8/8/8/10/6/8/5
29/9/8
10/6
19/6
9/3

A0 valves new, boxed, and subject to makers' full
guarantee. We handle first grade goods only, and
do not sell seconds, rejects, nor Items stripped from
new or used equipment, All orders despatched same
day as received.

REGUNNED TUBES
17 in. 90/-

21 in. 99/6

15, 14, 12 in. 701 Terms
Guaranteed Ins. & Carr.
available.
year
12/6.
Add LI, refundable on receipt of
your OLD cube.

TELEVISION TUBES

Re-

15/-

29/1
17/8
10/11/6
25/11
25/11
25/11
15/4

PL3v 25/11 1.154
P1.81
10/6 1170
l'I.J2
7/6 U191
/- U201
1' 1..:1

STAR"

* Manufacturer's Own Make
* screened for Greater
* Aluminised for Better

LTD.

CORPORATION

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
SAME AFTERNOON
OAS

October, 1962

TELEVISION

I

of

Gun
-

Contrast
Brightness

TWO WAY TESTED
Free carriage and insurance.

ALL TYPES AND SIZES

DUKE &Co.(London)ltd.

SPEAKERS

ROMFORD RD.
MANOR PARK E.12

621:3

,i*

IL Ford 6001
Stamp for FREE list.
G.P.O.
HAND

8/9

EACH

Í

6in. 819. Tin.
x 4in. Money
SETS.
8/917 Ideal home
phones. back guaranteed. Enquire for
Works 14v. Battery. P. & P 2/9 other sizes. Ex. mid. salvage.
P.P. 1!3.
15'9 pair.

`jí

TAPE RECORDER AMPLIFIER
Compact, well designed 5 valve amplifier. OutC7.19.0
3.5W. Input for Microphone, Radio and

12"-£4.10

14"-£4.15

Gram. Size 84 x 3 x 411in. Ins., carr. 4/6. 12 months' guarantee.
Term available. Knobs 2'6 per set.

I5"-£5.0

17"- £5.10

COMPLETE TELEVISIONS
14

INCH

17

£11.10.0

£7.10.0

21'r-£7. 0
C.O.D. or Cash with order.

INCH

* Guaranteed
months.
* visions. Components. tele** Two Terms-London
more, 7'6 extra.
** Demonstrations
daily.
per
* -39'6
TV's, etc.

44==G0

Tubes,
12
Valves,
Ex Rental and repossessed

'(,'J

channels,

DARLING ELECTRONICS
Dept. TV,

62

High Street, Croydon, Surrey

MAIL ORDERS ONLY-NO CALLERS

area.

H.P.

set.

Legs

Part

exchange

allowance

on

Radios,
Personal collection advised.
Insured Carr. 14 "-20/ -, 17 "-30/ -.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The decision is YOURS. To be a
success in your chosen career; to
qualify for the highest paid job . .
to control a profitable business of
your own. Ics home -study courses
put your plans on a practical
basis; teach you theory and practice;
give you the knowledge and experience
to take you, at your own pace, to the
top.

Technical
Training
in Radio,
Television

LEARN AS YOU BUILD
Practical Radio Courses
Gain a sound up-to- professionalChoose the RIGHT course:
standards knowledge of Radio
RADIO & TELEVISION
ENGINEERING
and Television as you build YOUR
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION
OWN 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve
RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICING
superhet radio receiver, Signal
RADIO SERVICE AND SALES
Generator and High-quality MultiVHF /FM ENGINEERING :
ELECTRONIC
meter. At the end of the course
COMPUTERS & PROGRAMMING
you have three pieces of permanent
ICS provides thorough coaching
and practical equipment and a fund
for professional examinations:
of personal knowledge and skill.
Brit. I.R.E., City and Guilds Telecommunication Technicians, C. & G. Ics Practical Radio courses open a
Radio & TV Servicing (R.T.E.B.); new world to the keen Radio
C. & G. Radio Amateurs.
amateur.

and
Electronics
Engineering
with

'Cs

THERE ARE ICS COURSES TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS AT EVERY
STAGE OF YOUR CAREER.
FILL IN AND POST THIS
COUPON TODAY.

You will receive the FREE 60 page
Ics Prospectus listing examinations
and Ics technical courses in radio,

television and electronics PLUS
details of over 150 specialised
subjects.

Other I C S courses include:
MECHANICAL, MOTOR
FIRE, ELECTRICAL &
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.
FARMING, GARDENING.
ARCHITECTURE &
WOODWORKING.
SELLING & MANAGEMENT.
ART. PHOTOGRAPHY,
etc., etc.

PLEASE STATE ON COUPON
SUBJECT YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN
.

..

r

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(DEPT. 165), INTERTEXT HOUSE, PARKGATE RD., LONDON, S.W.II
PLEASE SEND FREE BOOK ON
NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

AGE
10.62

www.americanradiohistory.com
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RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.I5.
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
37 GEORGE STREET
MANCHESTER, 1.
Tel: Central 4568/9

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel. Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES
12

KEEN PRICES

-

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

-

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Winter Trading Co. Ltd.
95 Ladbroke Grove
London, W.11
and Branches
Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road

Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125
Lawsons Ltd.
36 Cornhill
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland
Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484
11

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

J. Charlesworth & Son
14 Hightown
Crewe, Cheshire
Tel: Crewe 2535
Taylors
162 Eastney Road

Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000
Millards Southern Rentals

3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408
Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813
Electrical & Hardware Marketing

Co. Ltd.
12A College Square North
Belfast 1
Tel: Belfast 33340

Radio Services Ltd.
30 Mona Street
Amlwch, Anglesey
Tel: Amlwch 594

Hi -Lite Ltd.
89 Southbourne Grove
Southbourne, Bournemouth
Tel: Bournemouth 44344
R. Watson
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

R.E.S. Ltd.
17/19 Paynes Lane
Coventry
Tel: Coventry 28781

J. Wildbore Ltd.

6 -12 Peter Street

Oldham
Tel. Mai 4475

www.americanradiohistory.com
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=
Editorial and Advertisement
E
Offices:
=
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
Newnes Ltd., Tower House =
=G
W.C.2.
Street,
=
E
Southampton
© George Newnes Ltd., 1962E
E
E
E

,.

=
E
=
Registered at the G.P.O. for trans- =
E mission by Canadian Magazine Post E
=
=
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year
E
Inland - - - - L1.8.0 per annum E
E Abroad - - - - L1.6.6 per annum =
= Canada - - - - £I.5.0 per annum E
_
=
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The Editor will be pleased to consider E
articles of a practical nature suitable =
for publication in "Practical Television". =
one
articles.
onlyeandltshould
=
side of
gain the name anddaddress of the Sender. E
Whilst
din
the
am
not
sst hth himself E
= responsible for the manuscripts,every
effort =
if a stamped =
= will be made to return them
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The Radio Show

T E were very gratified by the number of readers who
/
visited the PRACTICAL TELEVISION stand at this year's
show, and we were kept busy answering the many

queries they brought with them.
Colour and 625 -line television were, of course, inevitably
major attractions this year, and we feel that this show will he
remembered as the one that followed the publication of the
report of the Pilkington Committee, for the television manufacturers at the show made it clear that their sets were already
designed to meet the requirements of UHF transmissions.

As many of the readers who visited our stand have already
heard, we have in hand several articles dealing with both the
theoretical and practical aspects of UHF television. and these
will appear
in PRACTICAL TELEVISION in the near future. We
pp
will also keep our readers informed of new developments in
this field, as such information reaches us.
Although colour and 625 -line television probably managed
to steal the show, we noticed that the G.P.O.'s exhibit always
attracted a large crowd and a long queue seemed to be a permanent fixture outside its entrance. These visitors were no
doubt waiting to see the communications satellite -like Telstar
-which was featured on this stand.

DATA CHART

=

21

23

T/,¡

=

The Data Chart given away with this issue, is primarily for
use in connection with the first of a new series of articles. beginning this month, called the Principles and Practice of TeleVision.
In this new series the whole system of television broadcasting in this country will be explained so that the reader may
more easily visualize the import of the imminent changes that
are to be made to the system. So that the series will be all embracing and complete within itself, and also as a means of
bringing the newcomer to television into the picture, the basic
principles of the television system are dealt with briefly in this
first article.
However, the Data Chart will not automatically become of
no further use immediately the series has finished. as the information it contains will be found of lasting$ interest and
necessityy byy the amateur television enthusiast.
P.W. BLUEPRINTS
The latest series of Practical Wireless blueprints, which be$ an in the October issue, is bein $ continued in the November
issue with two more P.W. designs, a pre- amplifier and a VHF
tuner. Both these units have been designed for use separately
or to form part of the hi -fi system, the first part of which
was given on one side of the October blueprint, and was called
These three units, and a loudspeaker
the Strand Amplifier.
P
p
enclosure which will be featured on one side of the December
blueprint, will make up the complete system.
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Tcicn ews
Television Receiving Licences

difficulties of any new situation,
without descending the shaft. It
is also possible to take immeTelevision Receiving Licences in diate photographs from the TV
force at the end of July, receiver screen of any finds
1962, in respect of television which are in inaccessible posireceiving stations situated within tions and cannot therefore be
the various Postal Regions of quickly removed.
England, Wales, Scotland and
Middle Bronze Age urns and
Northern Ireland.
a shale ring discovered during
Region
Total
the excavations suggest a possible
London
.. 2.014.197
date for the shaft of around
Stone Counties
..
..
.. 1,701.594
Midland
..
..
1,785,241
1500 B.c. Marks on the walls
North Eastern ..
..
..
1,912,383
suggest that they were dug with
North Western
1,585.061
South Western
1,035,913
antler picks and bronze axes,
and Border Counties
.. 722.848
which were the tools widely used
England
and
Wales
Total
..
.. 10,757,937 at that time.
Scotland

statement shows
THEthefollowing
approximate number of

Northern Ireland
Grand Total

..

..

..
..

,.

..

..

.. 12,1J9,e4J

1.099.201

New Television Station for
Northern Ireland
THE BBC has placed a contract
with J. J. Scallon & Sons
Ltd. for the construction of the
building for the new television
and VHF sound transmitting
station which is to be built on
Brougher Mountain, nine miles
north-east of Enniskillen.
This new station, which it is
expected will be completed about
the middle of next year, is one of
several the BBC is building to
extend and improve the coverage
of its television and VHF sound
services.
It will serve some

19,5,999

TV Aids Prehistoric Shaft

Excavation:

CLOSED circuit television

is

being employed to save time
and improve all -round control
during archaeological excavations
at the prehistoric Wilsford Shaft,
near Stonehenge.
Excavations
have
already
reached a depth of almost 100ft.
in this shaft, which is quite
unlike any other discovered In
this country.
It is 6ft. in
diameter, vertical and extremely
well engineered.
A closed- circuit TV camera
situated at the bottom of the
shaft and a television receiver in
a hut at ground level -both supplied by EMI Electronics Ltd.
enable visual contact to be maintained at all times between the
one or two operators who can
work in the limited area at the
base of the shaft and the
remainder of the team above
ground.
Use of this equipment saves
communication time -the round
trip to the bottom of the shaft
and back takes 15 minutes -and
enables the supervisor to make
based
limited decisions,
on
immediate appreciation of the

-

the archaeological excavations in progress at the pre-historic
Wilsford Shaft, near Stonehenge, closed circuit television is being
used to save time and improve all -round control conditions.

At
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additional people and
provide improved reception for
a further 40,000 people living in
Co. Fermanagh and the southwestern part of Co. Tyrone.
48,000

Television Comes to the
Channel Islands

SMALLEST television station

-at

in the British Isles
St. Helier, Jersey -went on the
air on Saturday, September 1st.
It is expected that programmes
immediately reach 28,000 of the
34,000 homes in the six main
islands. There will also be 2,000
television receivers in hotels for
the use of the many visitors to
the islands.
Channel Television, contractor
for the new station, placed the
major contract for the principal
items of studio equipment with
EMI Electronics Ltd. These
comprised two studio vidicon
cameras, vision and sound mixing
equipment, two telecine machines
and the master control room
system.
In view of the small size of the
station many items of equipment
have been designed for operation
For
by a minimum staff.
example, joystick control of the
camera channels enables them to
be operated from the master
control room instead of from the
studio control room.

This illustration shows the Wellington television and sound broadcasting station of the New Zealand Broadcasting Service, which is already
making active preparations for the visit of H.M. the Queen next year.

The cinema especially built for
the show formed part of an
extensive Authority exhibit. This
preparation for the Queen's also included a large animated
IN visit
next February the New relief map showing the extent of
Zealand Broadcasting Service has the coverage of Independent
placed an order with Marconi's Television
United
in
the
for the supply of another tele- Kingdom. A recorded commenvision outside broadcast vehicle.
tary described the growth of
Speed is the keynote in this Independent Television from its
instance, for the O.B. Unit has to beginnings in 1955 to the present
be in New Zealand in time to day.
cover the visit of H.M. the Queen
" The New Journalism ", proin February next year.
duced by ITN, was a second film
The vehicle, which is for use at shown in the cinema.
the Wellington television station,
is to be supplied with three tele- Exhibitions in Australia and
vision for a fourth.
Malaya
Films at the Radio Show
DURING the latter part of
August the latest television
" STORY of a Network ", the
ITA's new documentary and other electronic equipment
film, was released at the Radio from EMI were shown to large
Show, Earls Court. The film crowds at exhibitions in Australia
takes the building of the and Malaya.
Highlight of EMI (Australia)
new
transmitting
authority's
station and mast in the Prescelly Ltd.'s stand at the Australia and
Mountains in Pembrokeshire as New Zealand Association for the
an example and tells the story of Advancement of Science Exhibithe growth of Independent Tele- tion in Sydney, Australia, was
vision as a national service in EMI's new Type 8 closed -circuit
television camera.
eight years.

New Zealand Prepares for
Queen's Visit

www.americanradiohistory.com

Colour television and educational television was demonstrated by EMI at the Radio and
Television Exposition in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaya, also held at the
end of August.
New Scottish Television Stations
THE Scottish firm of Duncan

Logan (Builders) Ltd. has
been awarded the contract for the
construction of the buildings for
the BBC's new television and
VHF sound relay stations at
Fort William, Kinlochleven and
Oban and the television relay
The
station at Ballachulish.
aerial towers are being erected by
the J. L. Eve Construction Co.

Ltd.

Work on these stations is now
in progress. The station at Fort
William will be completed first
and it is hoped that it will be
ready for service at the end of
this year. The remaining stations
will be completed during 1963.
These new stations will extend

the BBC's television and VHF
sound service to some 16,000
people in the Western Highlands.
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and a vision transmitter, while a television receiver
is made up of a sound receiver and a vision
receiver.
In both cases one can operate without the other,
but since there are various factors common to both
sound and vision one section of the composite
equipment often performs dual functions. Typical
N this new series of articles the whole system
in this respect is the television aerial itself. When
of television broadcasting -as it is at present and
television was fairly new beginners often thought
how it will be in the future -will be reviewed and
that the " H" type dipole aerial was so arranged
discussed in some detail.
that one of the vertical elements responded to the
sound signal and the other to the vision signal.
Requirements
This, of course, is not true as most of our readers
In any television broadcasting system there exists will know, since only one of the vertical elements
two distinct sections. Firstly there is the section forms the aerial proper. This is called the "dipole"
which deals with the vision proper and, secondly,
because it is in two half sections with the coaxial
the section that is concerned with the sound accom" downlead " to the set connected at the centre (see
paniment of the vision. Thus a television trans- Data Chart). The other vertical element of the
mitter as a whole is made up of a sound transmitter "H" type aerial is called a " parasitic element "
because it is not connected
electrically to the dipole but
operates by reinforcing the
signal at the dipole.
This gives the aerial " direcDipole
tivity " -that is, causing it to
receives
both sound
respond more in one particular
and vision
direction than in the others.
signals
This means that the aerial can
be " beamed " towards the
required station and the pickCoaxial
Coaxial
Coaxial
up of interfering signals coming
to
receiver
/
receiver
1
receiver
in at the rear or sides is conseReflector
Dipole Ref ector Dipole
Directors
quently reduced.
Further signal reinforcement
and directivity are given, within
Reflector
limits, by extra parasitic eleDipole
Dipole
ments in front of the dipole.
these are called "directors,"
while the element behind the
Polar
Directors
diagram
dipole is called the " reflector ".
Maximum pick -up of signal
occurs on a line facing the
Pickup equal In all
Direction of maximum
directors
and
Direction of maximum
the overall
directions
response
response
response of an aerial is revealed
(a)
by its " polar diagram " as
(b)
(c)
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. f (a)- Simple dipole aerial and its associated polar diagram. This
kind of aerial has equal signal pick -up properties in all directions and, in
Polarisation
common with all other types, responds os a whole to both the sound and
vision signals.
b) The addition of a reflector behind the dipole alters the
At this stage it should be
polar diagram of (a) and increases the forward gain at the expense of the
understood that while some
gain at the sides and rear. (c) Even greater forward gain and directivity
television signals are " vertically
are given by the addition of directors in front of the dipole. A reflector is
polarised " others are " horislightly longer than the dipole while the directors are slightly shorter.
zontally polarised ". Vertically
The length of the dipole itself is governed by the channel frequency.
polarised signals require the
REFER TO THE FREE

DATA CHART,

AWAY WITH THIS ISSUE,
WHEN READING THIS ARTICLE

GIVEN

/
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receiving aerials to be mounted vertically, as with
the vertical " H " type just considered. Horizontal
polarisation, on the other hand, requires the
receiving aerials to be mounted horizontally -that
is, with an " H " type, for example, laying flat.
Most primary stations radiate vertically polarised
signals, while secondary stations, which share the
channels of the primary ones, use horizontal
polarisation. The main reason behind this is to
reduce as far as possible " co- channel " interference. This is where one station causes interference on another station sharing its channel
Upper sideband partly suppressed

Vision

carrier

3.5Mc/s

3Mcls

Lower
sideband

Vision
channel

t

t

150- 200kc /sT

Sound
channel

Sound

carrier

Fig. 2 (above) -Diagrammatical representation of a
single sideband 405 -line television channel.
Fig. 3 (below) -The response of a television aerial
embraces the sound and vision signals equally.
Sound

carrier
Sound -0-4
sidebands

t

Vision

carrier

-*Vision
sldebands
Response

of aerial
4

á
ú

cc

Tuned frequency

number. Normally, stations sharing the same
channel are spaced as far as possible away from
each other, and under normal reception conditions
cause little mutual interference, especially due to
the extra discrimination given by the polarisation.
Bands and Channels

The sound and vision parts of a television pro gramme are carried from the transmitter to the
receiver by signals in the very- high- frequency
(VHF) bands. There are currently two such
bands in use for television -Band I, which extends
from about 41 to 68Mc /s, and Band III, which
extends from about 174 to 216Mc /s. Each band
is divided into channels, of which there are five in
Band I and eight in Band III (see Data Chart).
All five channels are used in Band I but only seven
of the eight in Band III, Channel 6 not yet being
clear for television.
Now each channel is sufficiently wide to accommodate the sound and vision carrier signals and also
the extra space demanded by the sound and, particularly, the vision intelligence. The " carrier signals "
themselves require very little spectrum room, but

9

it is when these are " modulated " by the actual
sound and vision signals, as originated by the
microphone and the television camera, that considerable expansion occurs, thus calling for quite a
lot of " elbow " room.
On all channels the vision carrier is 3.5Mc /s
above the sound carrier and, with one exception,
the vision carrier is 1.5Mc /s removed from the
sound carrier of the adjacent higher channel. The
exception is between Channels 1 and 2, where the
spacing is 3.25Mc /s, which was necessary in the
early days of television when Channel 1 carried a
" double sideband " vision signal.

Single Sideooni
In those days the vision carrier was allowed to
spread out in both directions as the result of the
modulation. It thus went about 2.7Mc /s above
the vision carrier and 2.7Mc /s below the carrier
for a picture of the greatest detail. Today, however, all stations use " single sideband " transmitters. This indicates that the whole of one sideband of the vision signal is transmitted, while a
part of the other one is suppressed. As it is the
lower sideband which is transmitted the system is
sometimes called " lower sideband system ", but
since a " vestige " of modulation always remains
in the upper sideband (it being impossible to
eliminate all of the sideband) the term " vestigal
sideband " may also be used.
A single sideband system shows a saving in
spectrum space, of course, for although the carrier
spreads out to around 2.7Mc /s below the carrier
frequency on a picture of maximum detail it only
expands to about 0.5Mc /s above the carrier frequency.
With double sideband it would be
impossible to accommodate five channels in Band I
and eight in Band III because the carrier spreads
out to 2.7Mc /s above and below.
Each channel is thus completely self- contained
in terms of both sound and vision and is wide
enough to handle the highest modulation frequency
without adjacent channels breaking into each other.
The sound modulation also causes the sound
carrier effectively to "spread out " either side and
on sound double sideband operation is adopted.
This is because the bandwidth involved is so small
-compared with vision -that single sideband
operation would just not be worth the bother as
there would be virtually no gain in spectrum space.
It should be made clear that the modulation in
both cases is in terms of " amplitude " and nor
frequency. For those " conversant with the arts "
it will be known that the modulation signal in
relation to the carrier produces sidebands. Thus,
if the carrier is on, say, 6OMc /s and the vision
modulation frequency is, say, 2Mc /s, then an
upper sideband of 62Mc /s and a lower sideband
of 58Mc /s are created. But so far as vision is
concerned we have already seen that most of the
upper sideband is suppressed. What all this means
is that the vision signals must have a channel of
about 3Mc /s wide to work in, while the sound
signals must have a channel of about 20kc /s wide.
The diagram in Fig. 2 shows the make -up of a 405 line television channel.
Television is put into the VHF bands, for the
higher is the frequency of the bands the greater the
number of channels that can be accommodated.
VHF also means that the one aerial can be made
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responsive over both the sound and vision carrier
frequencies of a television channel. If this were
not possible then two aerials per TV channel would
be required -one for sound and one for vision!
Tuned Circuits

A television aerial is a tuned circuit.

And like

a more conventional circuit of that kind the dipole
possesses distributed inductance and capacitance of

values depending upon its length. Thus, its tuned
frequency can be changed simply by altering its
length. It is not a very sharply tuned circuit,
which means that it will respond not only to signals
falling at the exact frequency to which it is tuned
but also to signals falling either side of the
" nominal " frequency.
This, of course, is a good thing since it allows
the one aerial to pick up both the sound and vision
signals on a specific channel. Moreover, it ensures
that even the highest sideband of the vision signal
is catered for without attenuation. The idea is
shown in Fig. 3. Here it will be seen that the
top of the aerial response curve is fairly flat over
the entire frequency of the particular channel for
which the aerial is designed. Thus, the response
X ", as indicated, is reasonably consistent over the
whole channel width.
It will be seen that the response of television
aerials does not just drop to zero either side of the
channel but gradually falls with frequency off tune.
This means then that an aerial designed, say, for
Channel 4 would also work to some degree on
Channels 3 and 5. Why this is so is shown in
Fig. 4. The response to the adjacent channels falls
on the sloping sides of the response curve and for
that reason the sound signal on the upper adjacent
channel will have a greater response than the vision
signal, while the vision signal on the lower
adjacent channel will have a greater response than
the sound signal. Thus, by the use of an incorrect
aerial not only will the overall response be less
than it need be but the sound and vision signals
will be considerably out of balance.
Most Band I aerials are designed for only one
channel, but some Band III aerials are suitable for
two or three channels. This is because at Band III
frequencies the aerial tuning is even less sharp than
it is on Band I. Thus. the response curve has a
flatter top over a wider range of frequencies as
shown in Fig. 5.
VHF Tuner

So far then we have seen that the aerial produces
sound and vision signals and that, generally, a
separate aerial is required for each channel; further
that the aerial must be orientated to suit the
polarisation of the signal. It is, of course, practice
to receive two stations, one under the control of
the BBC and the other under the control of the
ITA.
To avoid two coaxial downleads the two aerials
are usually combined either " electronically " (e.g.,
as in a combined Band I /Band III aerial) or by
means of a filter, sometimes called a " diplexer ".
Whichever method is used two vision signals and
two sound signals are fed to the tuner in the
receiver through a common downlead as shown in
Fig. 5. It is, therefore, the job of the tuner to
select the channel which is required.
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Indeed the tuner handles the signals in terms of
complete channels (e.g., sound plus vision) rather
than in separate sound and vision signals. This,
then, is something else which is common to both
the sound and vision of the system generally.
As shown in Fig. 5 the tuner is made up of
three distinct sections, the VHF amplifier, mixer
and local oscillator. It is the job of the VHF
amplifier to lift the very weak aerial signals to a
level which is suitable to operate the mixer, and
this it does while producing the smallest possible
amount of "noise " with either a single or double triode valve.
Frequency Changer

The mixer and local oscillator sections together
form the " frequency changer " and a single valve
is usually employed for this operation.
Sound

Vision

Sound

carrier carrier carrier

Vision

carrier

Vision

nQ_

2

á

Lower Design
adjacent channel
channel

Frequency

-

upper
adjacent
channel

4-1f an aerial tuned to one channel is used on an
adjacent channel, the response to the sound and vision
signals will be uneven and the vision sidebands will be
distorted.
Fig.

It is the job of the frequency changer to alter
the incoming VHF signals, irrespective of their
frequency, to a consistent "intermediate- frequency"
(I.F.). Thus, whatever channel is tuned in, the
frequency of the signals at the output of the tuner
will always be the same.
What happens is that the local oscillator itself
produces a signal which is removed by a fixed
amount from the frequencies of the sound and
vision signals of any channel. The mixer then
receives three signals, the sound and vision signals
of the selected channel plus the oscillator signal.
Now when three signals are fed to a mixer stage
a selection of signals at differing frequencies occur
at the output.
Let us take the case of the signals on one particular channel, say, Channel 4. Here the sound
is at 5825Mc/s and the vision at 61.75Mc/s.
If we set the local oscillator at, say, 95.75Mc/s
we get, at the output of the mixer, three primary
sound signals: (i) at the actual frequency
(5825Mc/s), (ii) at the oscillator frequency plus
the actual frequency (145Mc /s) and (iii) at the
oscillator frequency minus the actual frequency
(37.5Mc /s). We also get three primary vision
signals: (i) the actual frequency (61.75Mc/s), (ii)
the oscillator signal plus the actual frequency
(157.5Mc /s) and (iii) the oscillator signal minus
the actual frequency (34Mc /s). The signals which

www.americanradiohistory.com
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are selected by the mixer output tuned circuit are
(iii) in each case. This then is the I.F., which is
sound 37.5Mc /s and vision 34Mc /s. This is
known as the " standard I.F." since it is the combination which has been found to give the least
interference troubles and is used-with very small
differences -in almost all recent models.
There are two important things to remember.
One is that the local oscillator signal is above the
frequency of the incoming signals, and the other,
which is a function of the first, is that the sound
I.F. is above the vision I.F. even though the sound
signal is below the vision signal at the input of the
tuner. This reversal effect is caused because the
local oscillator is higher than the signal frequencies.
It should also be observed that even at I.F. there
exists the 3.5Mc/s spacing between the sound and
vision carriers.
The tuner also contains switchable coil sections.
There are usually three such sections for each
channel which, in the case of turret tuners, are
carried on two coil " biscuits ". The " aerial "
biscuit carries the inductance for the input of the
R.F. amplifier along with the coupling winding for
the aerial, while the mixer /oscillator biscuit carries
the winding for the anode circuit of the R.F. (e.g.,
VHF) amplifier, the winding for the input of the
mixer (coupled to the first in a bandpass arrangement) and the winding for the local oscillator. The
VHF coils for the R.F. amplifier and mixer stages
are damped with resistors so that the overall

Ñ

Ñ

Adjacent
channels
A

B

rr
Design two
channels wide --a

Frequency
5 -Some Band III aerials are capable of responding fully to more than one channel, as this
diagram shows.

response curve per channel is rather like that of
the aerial, where both the sound and vision signals
(and their sidebands) are fully embraced. These
coils are tuned by their self- capacitance and sometimes by small fixed capacitors and trimmers. The
former of each coil section carries a small brass
core which can be adjusted to put the " nominal "
tuned frequency at the centre of the particular
channel.
The oscillator coil is tuned in a like manner, but
across it there is also connected the " fine tuning
control ". This enables the operator to adjust the
local oscillator to the exact frequency required to
give the correct I.F.s in relation to the subsequent
I.F. amplifiers and vision I.F. passband characteristics.
On turret tuners sets of coils are clipped on a
revolving turret, the turret being mechanically
coupled to the channel selector knob. Thus
each channel has its own set of coils with
the oscillator always being adjusted to give the
required I.F. output.

11

Still another type is the " incremental tuner ".
Here small, self- supporting coils sections are
carried on the contacts of rotary switch wafers and
the switch selects the coils in small " increments "
of frequency corresponding to the various channels
in the two bands.

t

Ba d

0111

Diplexer

Common
downlead

I-

yV

Band
I

IF
signals
out

VHF

7

Mixer

Amplifier

VHF signals in."

Local

Tuner unit

Oscillator

6 -The tuner changes the sound and vision
aerial signals to lower frequencies, called intermediate frequencies. These are consistent, irrespective of the channel in use.

Fig.

UHF Channels

The Pilkington Report and the subsequent
White Paper on the future of broadcasting issued
by the Government have made it clear that all new
programmes of the future will operate in the UHF
bands. There are two bands in this range, called
Bands IV and V. Band IV extends from about
470 to 585Mc /s, while Band V extends from about
610 to 960Mc /s.
Thus, in addition to having facilities for 625 -line
operation all new receivers include either a UHF
tuner (in addition to the VHF tuner) or facilities
for fitting such a tuner when required. This type
of tuner differs substantially from those used at
VHF and some now available consist of an
" earthed grid " R.F. amplifier followed by a selfoscillating mixer. At UHF the mechanical
stability of a tuner unit is of prime importance.
The correct input impedance for the aerial is
secured by the use of a wideband, s-filter input,
and on some models there are alternative inputs
for balanced or unbalanced downleads (e.g., twin
feeder or coaxial), but at this time it would seem
that coaxial will be standardised on UHF as it is
on VHF.
As with VHF tuners, this type of UHF tuner
gives an output at either the " standard " I.F. or at
the CCIR standard, the latter being 33.4/38.9Mc/s.
There are several ways of coupling a UHF tuner
to a VHF receiver and these will be discussed in
a subsequent article.
(To be continued)

Don't miss the second article in the series
" Principles and Practice of Television ",
which will appear in the next issue of
" Practical Television" and which will deal
with UHF propagation and line standards.
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VICING
EVISION
(VERS
No. 82 -ALBA T394 and T484

for dual band reception and where this has been
done, V1 is replaced by the tuner R.F. plug and
V2 by the Mixer plug or adaptor, thereby rendering T1, L1 and L2 coils inoperative. We present
in this article, however, the original layout and
circuit where Ti is the aerial coil, L1 the R.F.
coil and L2 the oscillator coil -all tunable over
the five BBC (channels 1 -5) frequencies on Band I.

By L. Lawry -Johns

LARGE number of these receivers are
still in use and we regularly receive requests from
readers asking us to identify this model and
similar ones in the Alba range of the 1953 period.
Most of them by now have been fitted with tuner
units of the Cyldon P16H or Brayhead 16s type

Associated Models

The models T301, T304, T494 and T504 are
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very similar and differ only in small details. For
practical purposes the circuit and layout is the
same. The circuit is quite simple and straightforward and the sound and vision stages rarely
give trouble.
Trouble Spot

When things do go wrong, it is usually the line
output stage which is at fault. Such symptoms as:
distinct rulings down the left side of the screen,
one side compressed, the PY81 or the PL81 valve
red hot, usually point to a faulty component in
the line output stage most often under the

scanning coils.
Resistors R70, R71, R72 and R73 should always
be checked when the symptoms of striations (vertical
rulings down the left side) or uneven expansion
or compression are evident. Shorted components
in this section can also cause complete line time base breakdown and the PL81 valve to appear red
hot. This latter condition will also be obtained
if there is a fault in the line oscillator circuit or
if there is a short inside V15 itself. To put this
more clearly, if V15 is running red hot, first ensure
the oscillator :s working. A faint whistle should
be heard and a negative voltage should be obtained
at pin 2 of 14V (EF80). If the stage is not

oscillating check the H.T. voltage (195V) at pins 8
and 9. If there is no reading check the continuity
of the T9 windings. If the voltage is present,
check V14 and the grid circuit components. If
there are oscillations but no drive to the PL81
control grid check R67 (820k) which can " go
high," and C68 for leakage. If the drive is present
and the PL81 is not defective, the line output
components should be checked.
If C54 (100pF) becomes shorted, R71 and R72
will rapidly overheat, probably change value and
cause first one side of the picture to become compressed and then cause complete collapse of the
line output stage.

of Width
Lack of width is normally due to a low emission
PL81 valve, but the 820k (R67) anode resistor of
the oscillator V14 should also be checked and the
H.T. voltage which should be 195V as shown on
the circuit diagram.
Lock

No EHT
If there is no raster displayed when the
brilliance is advanced and tests show that the EHT
is absen-, note whether the EY51 (V17) is lighting
up and whether the line timebase whistle is audible

www.americanradiohistory.com
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400V as specified. If the
voltage at pin 10 is correct check the pin 2
voltage
which
should
vary from nil at minimum to about 130V at
maximum. If the voltage
remains low at maximum,
check R34 (22k) and the
brilliance control itself
(50k). The pin 11 voltage
should be 100V. If much
higher than this check V6
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or not. If not, check the PL81 and note whether
it is overheated as described above. If it is not
overheated and the boost line voltage is low (it
should be over 400V) check the C56 0.1µF boost
capacitor and the line output components as previously described. If the line whistle is quite
clear check the anode end of the EY51 which
should provide a healthy spark to any offered
metal object. If all is well up to this point the
EY51 itself is most likely to be at fault. Complications occur when the EY51 is internally
shorted as this has the effect of overloading the
line output stage but this can be checked by
removing the EHT lead from the tube when the
circuit will come to life and the spark from the
free end of the EHT lead will have a flame -like
quality as opposed to the normal thinner blue
D.C. spark. If the spark is normal and the EY51
is in order check the tube itself for inter -electrode
shorts.
Dark Picture

If the brilliance control has to be fully
advanced, check the tube base voltages as the
capacitor C57 (0.02µF) often becomes shorted thus
dropping the first anode (pin 10) voltage down to
that of the H.T. line, i.e. 195V instead of over

C43

TS

(EF80), R20, R21, R22,
etc.
Excessive Brilliance

When the pin 11
(cathode) voltage of the
tube base is very low and R20 is overheating disconnect the lead to pin 11 and if this restores normal
video anode voltage the tube is at fault with a heater cathode short. If the tube is to be retained the
heater must be supplied from a 6.3V heater
isolating (low loss) transformer. Check V5 or disconnect the video anode lead from it, if the tube
is not at fault. Also check C21 and C20 if the
voltage is present but fairly low. If the pin 11
voltage is correct check pin 2 which if high may
denote a faulty brilliance control, open circuit at
the chassis end.
Frame Troubles
A horizontal white line across the centre of the
screen will denote a failure in the frame timebase.
Check V13 (PL82) and V8 (ECL80). If in order
ensure that H.T. is reaching pin 7 of the PL82.

If H.T. is absent check T8 winding for continuity.
If the PL82 is properly supplied check the ECL80
base voltages particularly at pin 1; if absent check
through to the height control. When the voltage
is present at the junction of R52 -C45 and T7 but
absent at pin 1, T7 is at fault. When the voltage
is absent at the junction of R52 -C45 but present
at R52- height control -check C45 for shorts. If
voltage is only present at one tag of the height
control R49, the control is open circuit.
(To be continued)
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quite allowable for metallic control spindles
to emerge from the oscillator compartment,
and double screening is not needed.
Printed circuit construction has been used
in the prototype, and a suitable circuit template is shown in Fig. 6. Those who do not
wish to use this type of construction will
however find that a metal chassis serves
quite well instead.
If printed circuit construction is employed,
it will be found necessary to mount the
valves on the same side of the board as the
main components if the use of very long
spindles is to be avoided and the depth of
the instrument retained within reasonable
limits. To accomplish this economically,
ordinary valveholders were stripped of the
metal surround, and the socket tags were
soldered direct on to the connections on the
circuit board. This involves remembering,
when wiring up, that the order of the valve
pins is apparently mirror- imaged. Inspection
of the template given in Fig. 6 will show
what is meant.
The oscillator valve has to supply a maxiBy D. R. Bowman
mum of about one hundred milliwatts of
R.F. power to the thermocouple. If used in
(Continued from page 579 of the September issue)
a conventional grid -current oscillator, a small
R.F. pentode of the EF80 class would do well, but
here the oscillator has to work as a class A amplifier -which is much less efficient. Consequently a
small output pentode is used -an EL91, which is
HE colour coding of the leads from the
obtainable cheaply from many advertisers in this
thermocouple used in the Q-meter must be noted
journal. This worked well within its rating,
carefully. The green coded leads are for R.F.,
strapped as a triode, and so overheating is miniwhile the red and black leads are for the meter
mised and with it the frequency stability is
movement. The heater resistance is loti, the
couple resistance 211, the couple output 15mV open - improved.
The operation of the amplitude limiting arrangecircuited, while the maximum current is 50mA.
With thermocouples, the overload capacity is very ment is as follows. Referring to Fig. 3 (page 578
of
the September issue), the normal bias
limited -here only 50 %. Fuses cannot be used to
due to VR1 is 4V which biases the valve as a
protect them, and therefore very great care has to
Class A amplifier. The slider of VR1 is set at about
be exercised. The measured capacitance between
2V. As oscillations build up, nothing happens until
the heater and the thermocouple is only 0.4pF, and
the oscillation amplitude exceeds 2V, when the
hence in the low impedance circuit used with it,
diode begins to conduct. The current through the
leakage of R.F. into the meter movement is not a
diode passes also through the resistor RI and
problem.
The above discussions will have indicated that develops a negative voltage across it which is added
to the bias. This moves the working point of the
in this instrument the constructor will have not
valve towards a region of lower mutual cononly a Q -meter but also an accurate valve voltmeter,
ductance, and the amplitude of oscillations therea test oscillator, a resonance indicator, a means of
fore begins to decrease. A steady state is eventually
measuring the inductance of coils, a calibrated
reached
and, if the slider of VR1 has been properly
variable capacitor and incidentally a meter for
adjusted, the valve acts as a Class A amplifier,
measuring low R.F. currents. This seems good
working
without grid current. In fact this does
enough value for the small cost of building it!
not quite hold good, because diode current flows
instead which clips the peaks of the grid waveform.
Notes an Construction
Some harmonic con 2 pieces of thin copper
The layout of the v -rious circuits comprising the
tent of the anode
sheet 0.5 in. square
Q-meter is by no means critical, providing a few
waveform is therefore
reasonable precautions are taken. The valve voltfound, and indeed
meter, being purely " D.C. ", can be put anywhere
more than might be
so long as it is arranged that its input terminal is
expected because the
close to the capacitor which resonates the coil under
"triode" characteristic
curves are not quite
test. The oscillator must be very well shielded, and
straight lines in any
in the prototype occupies a totally enclosed box at
case. However, the
one end of the chassis. Very good decoupling is
resulting anode cur also needed to prevent R.F. from leaking into the
Wire soldered
rent is of sufficiently
remainder of the circuit, whence it can be radiated
%
here
or fed inductively into the coil under test. There
Twisted resistance wire is
Fig. S-The construction
is not quite the same need for perfect shielding that
bent upwards and folded
to minimise space
of the standard resistor.
is encountered in a signal generator, so it is here

A GENERAL

PURPOSE

Q -METER

5
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pure " sine -wave" form for reasonable accuracy.
Harmonics can certainly be found, but they are
only small and may need a quite sensitive receiver
to locate.
The utmost care is needed in constructing the
R.F. current measuring section, and especially in
making the standard resistor and its mount. The
lead between the vacuum thermocouple and the
standard resistor should be short -not more than
about half an inch, for preference; this is not to
avoid capacitive effects, which can be neglected in
this part of the instrument, but to avoid the lead's
being an appreciable fraction of a wavelength. If
it were, the current through the resistor would be
different from that recorded by the thermocouple
meter. The standard resistor is constructed as
follows. Two pieces of thin sheet copper or brass
each 0.5in. square are cut and placed side by side

TELEVISION
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TABLE I
Values of R3 to R6
Range
Resistor
zero
30Mc /s- 50Mc /s
33!2
9Mc /s- 14Mc /s
6852
5Mc /s -7Mc /s
10012
800Mc /s- 1,100kc /s
15012
450Mc /s- 550kc /s
Each copper lug can now be bent at right angles

so that the part to which the resistance wire is

soldered is 0.2in. high at most. If one of these lugs
is soldered to the printed circuit board " earth
surface " and the other -soldered to an isolated
area of the laminate -is used as the R.F. connection
to the thermocouple and the lead to the coil under

Fig. 6-The printed circuit.

on a flat surface. The distance between them is
adjusted to be 61.7mm as exactly as possible, and
they are then pinned in position. A piece of
36s.w.g. Eureka wire is now cut to a length of about
three inches, carefully straightened with the fingers,
and laid across the copper lugs squarely and about
0lin. below the top end of each sheet of copper.
The resistance wire is then soldered to the copper,
taking great care that the solder does not run on
to the wire between the copper sheets (Fig. 5). If
carefully constructed this standard resistor should be
accurate to better than 2 %. The wire is now coated
thinly with shellac varnish or polystyrene cement
and allowed to dry well. When quite dry but not
brittle, the wire is folded exactly in half, and
twisted gently but firmly so that an even and
closely wound pair is formed. The loop at the end
can then be closed up carefully with pliers. The
idea is to ensure that the twisted wires enclose no
area. The twisted wire is now gently bent back
and forth upon itself to minimise the space
occupied.

test, the inductance of the mount can be exceedingly small. The lugs should be so placed as to be
parallel and edge to edge, with not more than a
millimeter between their edges. If a metal chassis
is used, one lug can be attached to the surface by
three or four small screws -one is by no means
enough -and the other fixed to the chassis by a
sufficient layer of contact adhesive or by sticking it
to a small paxolin square bolted to the chassis. The
lead to the coil under test and that to the thermocouple should be attached to the same point and as
near to the point of attachment of the resistance
wire as possible. Fig. 7 shows what is required.
When in position the thermocouple may be
calibrated, using D.C. and a D.C. milliammeter.
The greatest care must be exercised to avoid overloading the thermocouple.
It should be noted that Eureka resistance wire is
as easy to solder as copper. Manganin and any of
the nickel- chromium alloys should be avoided as
these are hard to solder and need special treatment.
The capacitor connecting the coil under test and
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VC2 to the valve voltmeter should be absolutely
above reproach. If it leaks the slightest amount, a
large voltage may be applied to the grid of one of
the triodes in the valve voltmeter and this will
prevent any reasonable operation of the meter. A
mica or polystyrene film capacitor must be used in
this position, as even good paper tubular capacitors
show slight sporadic leakage which causes the
needle of the voltmeter to waver about instead of
remaining in a steady position. Two 0.01µF mica
capacitors in parallel will do well in this position.
The heater choke isolating the
oscillator from the other valves
has to carry a fair current, so
may be constructed from 22s.w.g.
enamelled wire. Sixty turns in
two pies, each of 30 turns, gives
good results. The capacitor C2 is
placed just inside the oscillator
compartment and the choke just
outside.
The values of R16 /R20 will
depend on the resistance of the
meter and its sensitivity. The
calculation is simple, and is
carried out as follows.
The total resistance in the
meter movement circuit is
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where V in. is the voltage input via CS. This, on
rearrangement, gives the formula
2
0.5V in.
R ext
Rm
I
gm
If I is the full scale deflection of the meter, and
V in. is the maximum reading for the range in
question, these can be put into the equation and so
the required resistance computed. A value is
selected from stock which is within 1%, and the
calibration can then be checked using 50c /s supply;

-

-+
2

Rm + R ext.
gm
where gm is the working mutual
conductance of the triodes, Rm
This view shows the wiring of the instrument
the resistance of the meter and
with the oscillator screen in position.
R ext the external resistance in
series with the meter. Since, in this instrument,
the potential divider used for this purpose should
only half the voltage developed at the diode is
have a low resistance-say 10,0000. Suitable ranges
applied to the grid of the amplifying triode -by
are 250V, 100V, 10V, 1V or 2V, and if the meter
means of the potential divider R8 /R11 -the
has high enough sensitivity a range for 0.1V or
current through the meter I is given by
025V as well. The normal use of the instrument
0.5V in.
as a Q -meter will involve only ranges 0 -10V and
0 -1V; the other ranges are provided to allow the
2/gm + Rm + R ext
valve voltmeter, used separately, to have ranges
suitable for other measurements. When measuring
R.F. in such circumstances, CG should always be
TABLE II
set at its lowest capacitance.
Windings of the Inductors
The measured input resistance of the meter is
Range Primary Secondary Tertiary Wire
3M, and this puts negligible damping on any
(grid)
(R.F. feed)
(Mc /s) (anode)
avtu
uteri
practical coil in the ranges of frequency used. Fre22s.w.g.
Itn
4
quencies lower than 300kc /s, with coils of 1500µH
9 -14
20
8
3* 28s.w.g.
or more, represent a special problem.
5- 7
45
18
6* 28s.w.g.
The last feature to be described is the means of
800 -1,100
measuring Q on the highest range of frequency. In
kc /s 180
60
10f 36s.w.g.
this range, the reactance of the mounting and of the
§450 -550
standard resistor and of its mounting is too high,
kc /s 450
150
25? 40s.w.g.
and spuriously large values of Q will be obtained
Tertiary is thin connecting wire in plastic
by
using the equations given on page 18. The
sleeving.
capacitor
VC2 has to be calibrated in any case if it
t Tertiary is No. 28s.w.g.
is intended to apply the correction formula to
§ Windings
are placed, random wound,
measured values of Q on the lower frequency
between cheeks on the former fin. apart.
ranges. This is accomplished by ensuring that VC2
All wires enamelled copper.
is of the " straight line capacitance " law, when
All inductors are wound on 0.3in. Aladdin
placing the order for it, and then it can be assumed
formers with dust core.
that if calibration checks are made at 10pF
Windings are placed one on top of the other
intervals and the law is found to be obeyed
in the order Primary (anode), Secondary
approximately, subdivisions of the 10pF intervals
(grid ), Tertiary (R.F. feed).
on the scale-made by trial and error using a pair
Windings are separated by one layer of
of dividers -are as accurate as the 10pF capacitor
Sellotape.
used for establishing the check points. It is posFigures in the above table are complete turns
sible to obtain close tolerance capacitors reasonably
of wire.
cheaply, and if two or three of these are used as a

I-
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on each other, quite high accuracy is obtainable. The method of calibrating the capacitor VC2
is the obvious " substitution " method; a resonance
indicator is available in the valve voltmeter section
of the instrument, and the inductor used as part
of the tuned circuit should be such as to tune to
465kc /s approximately. At this order of frequency,
the inductance of the leads to the coil is so small
as to be negligible. It is important also to obtain
the residual capacitance of VC2 when set to its
minimum position. This can be done in the same
way. The scale for the capacitor should be marked
in values of total capacitance.
c'her:it

.

October, 1962

chassis. This cuts out of circuit the standard
resistor R7 and the coil Q is thus read direct without having to make a correction for the added
resistance. The calculation above, which can
usually be done mentally, assumes that the total
capacitance in the circuit is that read from the
calibrated capacitor. This is not strictly true, since
all coils have some self capacitance amounting to
a few pF. This may be guessed near enough from
the dimensions of the coil and added to the total
capacitance in the circuit, unless the latter is very
small or the coil is of unusual construction. A
small solenoid coil will have a self capacitance of

Fig. 7-The complete wiring diagram.

The best results are obtained with VC2 of low
maximum value; about 30pF is suitable, and then
the 1pF points on the scale are about 6° apart.
This enables estimates to be made with fair
accuracy to 0.1pF. A suitable capacitor for this
position in the circuit is Jackson Bros. Air Tune
C804 capacitor which is supplied in various capacitances including 30pF.
To measure Q, resonance is obtained at about
half-setting (Cx) of VC2. The R.F. control is
advanced until the needle of the voltmeter gives a
reading of a convenient amount, say 100. Then,
the capacitance in the circuit is increased until the
meter reads 0.71 of its maximum, and the capacitance (Cy) read. The value of 'VC2 is next
decreased until the meter reading, having passed
through the peak again, has again dropped to 0.71
of the maximum reading. The reading of VC2 (Cz) is
again noted. Q is calculated from the formula
2Cx

Q- CY - Cz

When obtaining Q in this way it is best to use
lead B with a separate earth lead connected to the

about 1 to 3pF, while a wave -wound coil of higher
inductance will usually have a self- capacitance of 3
to 5pF; it may be larger if the coil is wide and
shallow. Normally, it is not necessary to make this
correction.
It might be thought that when measuring Q at
the highest frequencies without the use of lead A
there would be no coupling between the oscillator
and the coil under test. If the oscillator were perfectly screened there would still be a quantity of
energy transferred since the thermocouple and its
leads are necessarily in fairly close proximity to the
resonating capacitor VC2. This is enough in the prototype, but if a chassis is used, it may be necessary
to ensure that sufficient coupling exists by connecting leads A and B together and using the
combined lead with the separate earth lead as the
connections to the coil under test. A and B should
be connected by means of a capacitor of about 1pF,
external to the instrument.
Measurements on the other ranges carried out
by the two methods show close agreement. On the
(Continued on page 35)
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ALSO 19', 21'

£4. 10. 0
£5. 5. 0
£5. 15. 0
and 23'

Carriage and insurance 7/6
C.O.D., C.W.O. or Proforma Invoice
101-

refund on your old tube.

Self contained.

Light in weight.
range.

Completely safe.
Wide frequency

for rapid signal injection.
Functions as a Wide -Band Modulated Signal Generator emitting a
signal rich in AF. IF and RF components. Useful range: 2 Kc /s to
Use

25 Mc /s.

DIAMOND ELECTRONICS CO.

Siron Works, 96a Wellington Street

MANCHESTER

18.

Tel.: EASE 3669
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V ALES is certainly in the
limelight, television -wise. The
start of the Wales (West and
North) Ltd. ITV programmes
this September from the ITA's
transmitter at Prescelly, Pembrokeshire, brings commercial
television to a further 700,000 or
so people. This transmitter has
two satellites, one at Llyn, not far
from Anglesey and one at Moely- parc, serving Flintshire and
Denbigh. These bring the total
population within the Wales
(West and North) area to about
a million persons.
In addition
to its own Welsh speaking programmes, the W-W -N will be
transmitting the T.W.W. programmes that are in the Welsh
language. Most confusing-these
initials, aren't they? The original
name of this new ITV contractor was Wales Television

which
W.T.A.
Association
was much easier to say and write.
The programmes will penetrate
into the heart of Wales, into
towns which to me have unpronounceable names with bilingual
have
would
I
inhabitants.
thought that this excellent new
coverage was a pretty complete
answer to the confused thanking
on the matter of Welsh television
by the Pilkington Committee.
Why waste a further frequency
on a local language programme
which will be necessarily
restricted in its scope ?.
The Shape of Studios to Come
Television studios are tending
to become more and more
square. In fact, some people
think that a hexagon shape, or
even a circular studio, will come
along in due course. Gone are
the traditional rectangular and
narrow studios of the silent film

Technical
Workshops

days of which there was at least
one in London which had dimensions of 25ft x 100ft! The
method of shooting a number of
settings with television cameras
is to locate the cameras in the
centre of the stage and to track
or " panoram " them so that the
lens is looking at a particular set
at a particular time. The control
rooms need not necessarily overlook the studio, but it is an
advantage for them so to do. In
Germany, one control room for
vision and sound overlooks two
studios, one on the right and one
on the left. Building can therefore proceed in one studio while
the other is in use. British TV
studios claim that building and
striking sets is now done so
quickly that a control room is
necessary for every studio stage.
I suppose that a horseshoeshaped studio would be the ideal,
with the control room in the
horseshoe opening, and the sets
sited around the curve, on the
wall of which a cyclorama backing is suspe,nded. This is, in
fact, the reverse of the plan of

Studio II
Vision control
room

Continuity
studio

r

Sound control
room

L

The shape

Studio

t

Camera

control
units

Telecine

of studios to come: (;eft) a plan of port of a German studio arrangement, where one control room overlooks
two studios, and (right) the ideal studio with five settings arranged around a central camera area.
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the
Chichester- Theatre- in -theRound.
Cameras would be
placed where the actors are in
this theatre, and the settings
where the seats are. It is now
generally considered that dimensions for regional TV studios
should be not less than 2,500sq ft
and for TV network studios
If the cyclorama
5,000sq ft.
backings are well sited, so that
they can be against the walls
instead of allowing for access to
exits behind them, then much
useful working space can be
saved.
Sir Robert Fraser

Having heard one of the members of the Pilkington Committee
speak at a private meeting of the
Society of Film and Television
Arts, I am beginning to see
the fire behind the smoke of its
report. There is no recognition
in the report of the really fine job
Sir Robert Fraser has carried out
in the building up of this new
concept of television, a job commenced under adverse conditions
and which at one time seemed
to be certain to fail. Now, the
main criticism seems to be of its
success. The ITA have achieved
more programme and engineering
progress in six years than the
BBC did in the previous twenty,
a fact which seems to have
escaped the notice of the "Pilks."

Stage Shows
The Black and White Minstrel
Show is now achieving popularity
in the live theatre. But the live
theatre shows, in which the
audience participation plays an
important part, continues to
maintain their popularity on the
home screen. Bernard Delfont's
Sunday show and the Morecambe
and Wise show continue the
presentation in the Palladium
manner. There is nothing very
original about this type of entertainment, but if the comedy gags
are really good and well- timed,
the laughter of the real audience
is infectious and a good time is
had by all. There are other
types of programme which would
benefit with the presence of a
live audience. Controversial programmes of the " forum " type
are much better when stimulated
by the reactions of an audience.
But I think the participants
should be on a real stage, with
the audience in the stalls and
circle. Putting a few rows of
seats in a studio just isn't good
enough.
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Satellites

The opening of the two Welsh
ITA satellite transmitters draws
attention to their absence elsewhere, as compared with the
BBC, who have no less than
twenty-three satellites planned
now, with a lot more to come.

The ITA have three or four

planned, to take care of bad spots
in Bedfordshire, Peterborough
and on the north east coast, but
not much more. In the meantime, the BBC satellite masts
rise in dozens, and not only
strengthen the local signal but
cause interference with perfectly
good ITA transmissions. This
interference arises mainly from
reflections caused by the BBC
mast on the ITA signal. It is
high time that the ITA hastened
their thinking on the desirability
of these booster stations; the
BBC are beating them to it!
Women Announcers

Do women make good
announcers?
I think that it
depends upon the types of programme they announce.
Not
often appearing in the peak viewing hours of ITV, they are more
often seen, thoroughly at home,
announcing regional programme
items or local news. The BBC
have increased the use of women
announcers but do not seem to
have been so successful, either in
their choice of person or in their
allocations to particular pro-

grammes. Mostly, they seem ill at -ease and lacking the poise of
the blonde or the brunette girl
announcers, Jasmine Bligh and
Sylvia Peters, who started it all at
the Alexandra Palace. Sometimes
they fail in their diction, making
the common mistake of dropping
end syllables or consonants. On
the other hand, diction in plays
and general features is of a
higher standard in BBC programmes than on ITV. There
may be exceptions, but the BBC
appear to be more aware of the
importance of an "international"
accent, which softens down local
accents and dialect so that it can
be understood, not only all over
this country, but in Canada,
Australia, U.S.A. or any English
speaking country. The BBC are
very commercially minded
a
fact which has escaped the notice
of the Pilkington Committee. As
a result, film prints of most of
their comedy and dramatic plays
and series are sold to TV stations
all over the world. The ITV
programme companies, on the
other hand, have tended to be
slightly more documentary in
their approach to the subject of
accents, and some Cockney items
are unacceptable abroad or even
to the northern counties. Film
producers have experimented
with untrained highly accented
voices and, as a result, the
cinemagoers have stayed away in
their thousands, excepting in
those parts where the dialect is
the local one.
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VISIONON- SOIJND
5O effect the cure for the sound fault
described at the end of last month's article, the
oscillator core on the particular channel selected
must be adjusted. A long, thin insulated trimming
tool is required to reach the core, but a fine -grade
plastic knitting needle, filed at one end to form a
screwdriver blade, is ideal for such adjustments.
When it has been established beyond doubt that
the tuner oscillator is correctly adjusted in relation
to the fine tuning control, attention should be
directed to the vision I.F. channel. In Fig. 5 is
shown the response curve for the vision I.F.
Vision response

¡

Misaligned sound rejectors

T.
¿

t-response
Sound

%%i

Frequency ->
Vision
I.F.

Response of
sound rejectors

Fig. 5 -When the sound rejectors are all tuned
to the sound I.F., a dip occurs in the overall vision
response at the sound frequency. As this response
is some 100 times down on the vision response, it
is impossible for sound signals to enter the vision
channel. However, if the rejectors are mistuned,
as shown by the broken -line extension of the vision
response curve, there will be insufficient rejection
at the sound frequency and the symptoms of sound-

en-vision

will almost certainly

be

present.

channel, it being seen that the response is very
low at the sound frequency. This sort of negative
response is given by the sound rejectors in the
vision I.F. channel and, provided they are in
correct adjust:nent, then the response at the sound
frequency is negligible (it being some 100 times

down from the vision response).
However, if the rejectors are out of adjustment,
the vision response could extend into the sound
I.F. response, as shown by the broken -line extension of the vision response curve in Fig. .5.

Longrise

(Continued from page 575 of the September issue)
Similarly, it will be understood (also from the
foregoing -which is important) that maladjustment
of the fine tuner could cause the sound and vision
carriers to be shifted along the response curves,
so that the sound I.F. signal may enter the vision
response region, even though the vision response
curve is of the correct shape and characteristics as
moulded by the vision I.F. transformers and
rejectors.
If it seems that the sound -on- vision is caused
by sound rejector trouble, it is best to undertake
complete realignment of the vision and sound I.F.
stages, as guided by the service sheet or manual.
In some cases, though, provided the picture
definition is well up to standard, the sound
rejectors can be adjusted reasonably accurately
without a lot of instruments. The fine tuner
should first be adjusted very carefully to give
maximum sound consistent with optimum definition of picture, as appraised on Test Card C.
The line hold control should then be adjusted
to give conditions of " false line lock "; that is,
with the picture divided by a wide vertical bar.
Under this condition the picture is most sensitive
to souna break- through, and the sound modulation
can easily be seen as ripples at the edges of the
Test Card.
It is hest to wait for test -tone modulation from
one of the stations, for then sound break -through
gives a consistent ripple at the picture edges. Set
up in that way, it is a fairly simple matter to
adjust the various sound rejectors to eliminate the
sound-on- picture. A very slight turn of the
appropriate cores is all that is usually required,
and care must be taken to avoid setting the
rejectors too far from the correct frequency, as
then the picture definition would also suffer.
Hence the desirability of using Test Card C for
this adjustment.
The sound rejectors are usually marked on the
circuit or in the service sheet or manual. In the
circuit in Fig. 3, the rejectors are the tuned circuit
of L13, adjustable by T1 and L17.
Intermodulation
In certain cases and on certain receivers, sound on- vision and vision -on- sound, occurring simultaneously, may be caused by overloading in those
stages common to both sound and vision. For
instance, in the R.F. amplifier, mixer and /or
common I.F. amplifier. Here, the cure lies in
reducing the aerial signal or in the replacement
of a low emission common valve.
Modern sets, however, rarely exhibit such
troubles, unless the aerial signal is extremely large,
for the AGC system cater for large signals without unduly affecting the intermodulation performance. The best way of reducing the aerial signal
is by the use of through -type coaxial attenuators,
as marketed by Belling and Lee Limited and
others. These are available in a wide range of
values and can be selected to give the best results
in any particular area.
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HE circuit designer who is interested in high
frequencies has had for some time now the choice
of vacuum tubes or transistors as his active elements. For certain applications the vacuum device
is by far the more convenient of the two, but in
receivers the present tendency is to make more
and more use of the solid-state device for reasons
which hardly need mentioning. With valves a very

A
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headaches since the input resistance of a valve is
usually so much greater than that required in the
circuit anyway to obtain the bandwidth required.
The use of pentodes, with their extremely high
anode impedance, results in negligible resistance in
parallel with the anode tuned circuit, and so the
H.F. pentode is a device offering few if any snags
to the designer. The virtual absence of coupling
between grid and anode is also a property which
simplifies calculations.
With the transistor the effects which could be
neglected formerly, now take on the highest
significance. Where a grid input resistance of many
thousands of ohms was usual, now a base input
resistance measurable in tens of ohms is found, often
associated with a capacitance of anything up to
100pF in parallel. Output resistances of kilohms
instead of megohms are common, and feedback
capacitances of several pF instead of values a
hundredth as large Circuit design therefore has
to regard as of overriding importance such quantities as with valves may be minor difficulties.
The author has, in the past, satisfactorily
solved circuit problems for transistorised equipment which has been described in this journal
and PRACTICAL WIRELESS. The current problem
is the design of a transistor television receiver,
and to date some progress has been made
in various portions of the receiver. One especially
severe difficulty has been the obtaining of the
correct bandwidth in the vision I.F. amplifier, and
this because the transistors selected for use have
to be employed well away from the frequencies for
which published data are available. Thus it has
been necessary to obtain by measurement figures
for input admittance, output impedance, feedback
and transfer admittance and the corresponding
phase angles, before a rational approach to stage
design could be attempted. To effect some of these
measurements a suitable instrument was made up,
and this is now described in the belief that other
amateurs may find it useful in their own work.

view of the interior of the instrument.

extensive body of experience exists together with a
well worked -over collection of circuit theory.
Most of this has been extremely useful to the
transistor circuit engineer, but there are differences
in emphasis as well as differences in application
with which he has to be familiar.
One of the problems which now has to be faced
every day is one which hardly bothered anybody
who used vacuum tubes. The vacuum tube at
moderately high frequencies imposes little loading
on a tuned circuit connected between grid and
cathode, and even at Band III frequencies the
effect is relatively easily taken into account in the
few circuits in a receiver which operate at signal
frequency. In an I.F. amplifier the effect cannot
be completely neglected, but normally causes few

-9V
To valve
voltmeter

e

¿iF

o

ww

frómn¡¡vlg

impedante
ource

.....

M..n.

.....:+Vt

Fig. I -One method of measuring the input impedance of transistors.
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By N. Mears
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signal generator with an output of low impedance
usually about 8012. When R.F. is fed to the input
terminals it traverses the arms of the bridge R2R1C1 and R3 -RiCi. R2 and R3 are equal, and
so when the impedance R1C1 is exactly equal to
RiCi the potentials at A and B are equal in magnitude and phase. RiCi is the unknown quantity, and
thus if R1 and Cl are known as well as the
equality of R2 and R3 the problem is solved. It
remains to note only that the equality of the
potentials at A and B is ascertained by feeding
these potentials to the grids of two amplifying pentodes, whose anodes supply two separate tuned
circuits. To both these tuned circuits is coupled a
single R.F. pick -up coil, and the presence of R.F.
voltage in the pick -up coil is shown by any suitable
indicator. When both pentodes are handling equal
signals the fields of the anode coils cancel out and
no R.F. is induced in the pick -up coil; when the
r
signals at the two grids are not equal the a
currents differ in phase or magnitude, or both,
a voltage appears in the pick -up cDil. Thus by
using a reasonably sensitive indicator the precise
null point can be reached when RI and Cl are
properly adjusted.
.>

Design Considerations

The

circuit is of ourse so well
little comment The actual
used however may nerd some
to be `remembered that the
instrument was intended for work with transistors
whose input and output resistans are much
smaller than those associated with -iaeuum tubes_
A bridge tends to be most accurate .vhen the four
arms are nearly equal, and consegt eutly RI, R2
and R3 are rather small. It is for this reason that
the R.F. input should preferably làe from a low
impedance source. On the other hcnd, the input
and output impedances of transistors are so different in size that some compromise is essential if
both are to be measured by the sane instrument.
Thus R2 and R3 are specified as 1.2k, and the
balancing resistor R1 is split into two, one of 25k
and one of I,0001ì. Ir is of course necessary to
ensure that the 25k potentiometer has a true ero,
and a means of ensuring this will be described.
Where a bridge is to be used at huh frequencies
it is obviously most necessary to re nove as much
stray inductance and capacitance as possible. If
it cannot be removed it has to be balanced out or,
if this should fail, allowed for. While in the
instrument described every precaution must be
taken to minimise such ` strays", certain compensatory devices are used which will be described.
In the first place, leads carrying the measuring
current have to be as short as possible This lis not
of such import in the anode circuits, but here the
cL.Stray... Bad. ....affectit .::thc grid .::cactus
i latnggc

The basic bridge
known as to merit
values of components
explanation. It has

front panel of the bridge.

Originally it was considered that a simple
measuring device, such as is illustrated in Fig. 1,
might prove sufficient to measure input and output
impedances. The considerations were as follows
a signal from a low- impedance source (a constant
voltage generator) is fed into the base of a transistor
arranged with its proper D.C. bias. The amplified
signal is measured with a valve voltmeter, and the
reading noted. Then series resistance is added to
the input until the reading of the valve voltmeter
is just halved. In this case half the voltage is
dropped across the series resistor and half in the
transistor, and thus the added series resistance is
equal to the input resistance of the transistor. Poor
results were obtained with this arrangement, for
the obvious reason that the input capacitance of the
transistor causes a phase change which is not
paralleled externally. However, at low frequencies
consistency of results was observed, and at audio
frequencies the method is simple and direct.
Fig. 2 gives the complete circuit diagram of the
instrument as finally made up. Fig. 3 is a simplified
version of the circuit which reveals the principle of
operation more clearly. Referring to Fig. 3 therefore, it will he seen that in essentials it comprises
a bridge. R.F. current from an external source is
needed, and this will normally be a well- shielded

-

:
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-
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V
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I

R.F input
from signal
generator

I

C3
500pF

Fig. 2 -The

complete circuit.

exists. Consequently, adequate screening must be
provided. Secondly, it is obviously necessary to
bring leads outside the instrument to make contact with the transistor or other device under test.
Because of this, the leads to Rl and Cl have themselves not negligible inductance and capacitance.
If the balancing circuit elements Rl and Cl are
within the case of the instrument their leads are
likely to have very different values of inductance
and capacitance. Thus when balance is achieved,
although resistance will be right, capacitance as
measured will show quite considerable errors. To
compensate for this difficulty the balancing elements are not connected to the case of the instrument direct but by way of a piece of coaxial cable
exactly equal in length to the external lead; the
lengths must be correct to Olin., including the
length of crocodile clips if used.

Besides taking normal precautions such as either
matching R2 and R3 exactly, from stock, or using
I% tolerance components, care has to be taken to
ensure exactly the same amplification by each pentode. Variable -mu frame grid valves might be used
with an adjustable resistor in one cathode lead.
Here however the readily obtainable ENO is used,
and matching of the valves is done by varying the
screen voltage of one by a few volts one way or the
other. If no precise match can be found it is only
necessary to change the valves over and try again;
they will seldom be so far from specification that
this trick will fail.

Winding the Coils

The tuned circuits in the anodes are very critical,
and the most precise symmetry must be achieved
in winding the coils. This is not difficult, but
requires care and a little skill; it is most pressing

Fig. 3 -The principle

of the instrument.

where the smallest coils are concerned, for a little
inaccuracy in placing one turn cannot usually be
corrected in a subsequent turn of wire. It may be
found necessary to discard one coil and try again
from scratch. The lower frequency coils are very
much easier to wind accurately.
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Symmetry is further assisted by the actual wiring
of the coils into place, and this matter will be discussed later.
Spot Frequencies

Five spot frequencies were decided upon as being
all that would be needed for most work. It might

To -'

R2,R3

F

lnpu(ToTo pin 8 To pm7

o

on V2

have been thought better to tune each of several
ranges so as to obtain full coverage of all the
interesting bands. However, this would have
introduced much complexity -and probably inaccuracy-into the instrument and it was decided
against. The actual frequencies used may be
decided by the constructor, but it is thought that

on VI

C3 R3

a

To pin 7

on V2

To SIA
common

t, Wafer nearest panel
Fig. 4 -The

main wiring diagram shown g the arrangement of anode and take -off coils.

COIL WINDING DATA
All coils wound on 0.3in. diameter
formers with dust cores or brass slugs as
needed. The formers should be about 125in.
long. All primaries centre tapped, H.T. to
c.t. windings all in same direction.
10.7Mc /s-Being 45 +45 turns 40s.w.g.
enamel, spaced 0.3in. between ends. Secondary 5 +5 turns thin P.V.C. wire closewound between primary windings. The
secondary may have to overlap the inner
ends of the primary.
Primary, 92 +91 turns 32s.w.g.
40Mc
enamel close-wound, spacing about bin.
between ends. Secondary, 2 +2 turns same
wire close -wound adjacent to halves of
primary at inner side.
Primary, 7 +7 turns, secondary
70Mc
11-1+11 turns, as above.
Primary, 3 +3 turns 18s.w.g.
100Mc
close -wound. Secondary, lb +lb turns overwound at c.t. thin P.V.C. covered connecting
wire.
1á +1'.- turns 18s.w.g. spaced
2001ä1c
by wire diameter. Secondary, 1 turn as
above at c.t., interwound with primary.

/s-

/s/s-

/s-

the following will cover most requirements.
Switch
position
1
10.7Mc /s.
2
40Mc /s.
70Mc / s.
3
4
100Mc /s,
200Mc /s.
5
The sixth switch position can be used for an
additional frequency or used merely to join the
anodes of the EF80's together and to H.T.+ for
testing purposes.
Construction
As the circuitry is simple and relatively few
components are needed the instrument can be fitted
into quite a small box. The chassis was therefore
arranged to fit into a small metal container lin. by
5in. and 4in. deep. The size will of course be
determined by the tin box available, but a large
container is unnecessary. The lid was discarded in
favour of a panel of aluminium, to which the
chassis and screening could be attached, so that
the whole circuit could be removed at will. To
avoid the chance of stray radiation or induction
field penetrating the box, the panel was secured by
means of several self- tapping screws.
(To be continued)
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SERVICING DATA AND

MODIFICATIONS
DEALING WITH THE CORONA EFFECT
AND BARRETTER TROUBLE
(Continued from page 587 of the September issue)

ON certain early model receivers a small
magnet may be found clamped on the neck of the
picture tube, even though the tube does not
feature an ion trap assembly. Such tubes usually
have aluminised screens as a precaution against
ion burns, and the magnet sometimes causes confusion in the mind of the experimenter and home
repairer as its adjustment does not appear to affect
the brightness of the picture.

By

increased to 33k in later production models, and
it is recommended that this change is made on any
existing receivers still in use. The resistor increase
makes it impossible to run into excessive beam
currents, even at maximum setting of the brightness control, and does not affect the useful range of
the brightness control.
Corona Effect
A break-up of the picture with the symptoms of
corona in the line output transformer is sometimes
caused by failure of the 50pF capacitor in the line
H.T.+

71 0.05y F

V6A
D77

Neck Shadowing

Tubes of this kind are the GEC 16in. 6901A and
the 14in. 7201A, used in GEC models of the
BT5147 and BT5246 series. The magnet assembly
is similar to an ion -trap adjusting magnet but is
fitted to the neck of the tube to remove " neck
shadowing " which may otherwise cause a loss of
picture in the corners of the screen. The magnet is
normally correctly positioned at the factory and
should not require subsequent adjustment unless
the picture tube is replaced.
However, when adjustment is necessary the
magnet should be positioned on the neck close to
the tube cap with the arrow pointing to the screen.
The picture should then be centred normally with
the picture centring controls and the height and
width presets. At that stage the magnet should
be rotated to the optimum position to eliminate
any neck shadowing that may be present, moving
the magnet forward on to the glass neck only
should greater correction be required. After that
adjustment the picture should again be re- centred.
It is rather important to keep the magnet as close

G.E.C. Models BT5147, BT4544 and BT5543
On early models as above the U25 EHT rectifier was subject to premature failure due to excessive tube beam current. This usually happened as
the result of slight misplacement of the ion -trap
magnet, so that no apparent increase in screen

brightness occurred when the brightness control
was turned towards maximum. Beam current,
nevertheless, will rise under this condition in the
usual manner.
As a protective measure the 10k resistor (R50 in
Fig. 33) in series with the brightness control was

R48
150k

C59

R50
10k

R49
100k

From
Vision

Vision Int. Jim

i

3

Amplifier

12

R52

1

22 k

To

C61

Sync

005.pF

Sep

11

2

R66

10
Ion

R32

470k

22k

trap

magnet

C58

0.5,

F

13kV
MW

as possible to the base of the tube, consistent with
adequate correction, for if the magnet is pushed too

far along the neck there may be too great a sideways bias applied to the picture, thereby making it
impossible to centre the picture by the centring
controls. On no account must the magnet be
positioned so that the picture brightness is affected.

E,,

R

00k
Brightness

36-24

From EHT

rectifier

Fig. 33

-To

avoid excessive tube beam current from
damaging the EHT rectifier valve at maximum
setting of the brightness control, resistor R50 should
be increased from I0k to 33k.

timebase. This component is shown in Fig. 34
and is designated C51.
Intermittent line scan or a reduction in picture
width should lead to a check of the 1.8k resistor
(R39, Fig. 34) connected in the screen grid circuit
of the KT36 line output valve. In some cases the
capacitor develops a leak (C50, Fig. 34) which
causes overheating of the resistor mentioned.
Failure of Both Sound and Vision

With this symptom the raster is normal and can
be controlled by the brightness control. The
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EHT

Line sync.

HT+

V15 U25

R39

18k

Line output

transformer
11mA

C50
0255F

173v

R40

/

t00n

l

C42

0.01
5F

IP

'

1

71

2

C51

50pF

V13

KT36

5__ __
100n
l--"`Rái

2

3 4

Line deflection
coils

7

T3

OP

10 -100pF

C4,

R35

1000pF

250k

Width

R42

680k

b
8

Line
Hold
C4'
R34
56k

420V

-If

violent "snow storm" occurs on the screen of a GEC BT5147 series, accompanied by a rushing noise on
Fig. 34
sound, the 50pF capacitor C5I should be suspected for insulation breakdown. This capacitor is rated at 5kV.
R39 in the screen grid circuit of V13 is often responsible for line collapse or a decrease in picture width.

trouble is, of course, in one of the common stages
and is more often than not in the frequency
changer stage. It sometimes happens that sound
and vision can be restored either by touching the
envelope of the Z77 frequency changer valve or by
touching almost any part of the oscillator circuit
with a test probe.
When this is the case attention should be
directed to the two 82pF capacitors in the local
oscillator tuned circuit (Fig. 35), for it usually
transpires that C19 across the oscillator coil is
open -circuit.
Barretter Trouble
The range of GEC receivers under discussion
features a barretter for heater -chain current control
(Fig. 36). Sometimes this component becomes
prone to frequent failure; and there is no apparent
reason for this since its replacement restores normal
operation.
However, it pays to examine the faulty barretter
before undertaking a further replacement. The
break in the resistive element can usually be seen
with the naked eye, but a small magnifying glass
can assist with the examination. If each side of
the break is formed into a small blob of metal,
then it can almost certainly be taken that a burst
of excessive heater current caused the wire to fuse,
while just an ordinary break would more likely be
due to normal wear.
In the former case an intermittent short in the
U329 booster diode V14 or the KT36 line output

valve V13 (Fig. 34) should be suspected. Fig. 36
shows that these valves are connected next to the

barretter in the heater circuit, which means that a
heater -to- cathode short would put a very heavy
current through the barretter.

One way of checking for this trouble is to
remove the barretter and connect in its place a
15W 250V household lamp. When the set is first
switched on the bulb will be almost full brilliance
and will dim as the valves warm up. However, if
the bulb remains bright or if it flashes brighter
intermittently (try tapping the valves mentioned
above) one of the valves is faulty. At this stage it
is best to substitute each valve in turn before the
replacement barretter is fitted.

Sound Channel Faults

The sound I.F. detector, noise limiter and A.F.
5

stages are shown in
Fig. 37. A high noise
level on sound with
crackling which takes

C19

8.2pF

82pF
V2

Z77

-

Frequency

changer

Fig. 35-This is the basic
circuit of the frequency
changer oscillator in the
GEC BT5147 series, and

oscillator failure, cutting
out on both sound one
vision, is sometimes caused
by a fault in C19 (see text
.
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place only when the set is
tuned to a sound carrier is
often attributable to intermittency in the noise limiter
crystal diode GR2, which is
a GEC type GEX34. If the
diode is tapped the symptom
may or may not be aggravated. The best plan is to
check by substitution. Another
idea is to put a temporary
short across the diode; this
will greatly increase the
normal impulsive interference,
but if the original trouble is
cleared the diode should be
replaced.
A high level of sound distortion, often with suppressed
sound output, often points to
open -circuit or value increase
of the 10M resistor R11. This
biases the diode for normal
conduction but, if the resistor
goes high, conduction
is
limited as also is the audio
fed to the A.F. amplifier (e.g.,
the triode of V10). At the
same time it is also desirable
to check the 1M resistor R18
fór value and replace if necessary.

H.T.+

L24

eeee

8mA

C2

OpF

R23

5

V13

10M

ÓÓ1

L8

P7 1M

C4

yF

50000F

3

4

V10

DH77

R17 47s.

1000pF

/

R18

fr

1M

I

Il

/¡

T
C12

10000,

/

C23 1000pF

R8 150/1

Fig. 37 -The sound channel of the GEC BTS147 series, in which the noiselimiter diode, GEX34, can cause trouble.

R78 25C7

R71

R76

output stage towards the centre and front of the
chassis.

Corona Effects

On both the GEC BT3251 and the BT9343 a
corona discharge may occur in proximity of the
glass envelope of the EY86 E.H.T. rectifier valve.
This can be observed as a violet glow round the
valve when the inside of the set is viewed in a
darkened room. It is due essentially to humidity
and occurs mainly during the
damp winter months.
The cure recommended by
the manufacturers consists of
slipping a short length of PVC
tubing over the EY86 valve to
extend into the shroud of the
socket.
G.E.C. Models with Flywheel
Sync
red

R68

C75
0.1y

V7

VS

5

03A

N
51

black

1.5A
i

7

AC /DC.
mains

E

green

Fig.

C24

GR2

S2

V6

R20,"

100k

GEX34

V14

V12

5000

R6

type 305

V16

C28
PF

IR11

Barretter
V17

55V
0.5mA
7

1k
V11

-1C35

C3tI

Vg
Z77

L

R77 33f1

200

230/250

L.F choke

220k

iió

C72
100pF

C71

To

Output
stage

,

l'

L4

MR1

200p

2.2k
182V

BT3251 -Line Hold
Control Trouble
If the locking point for the line timebase occurs
at the end of the range of the line hold control the
trouble in this model may not be caused by a worn
line oscillator valve or alteration in value of a time constant resistor; misplacement of the grid lead
running from pin 2 of the line oscillator valve V13
is another possibility which should first be checked.
The lead is coloured yellow and if when it is
moved the line hold control is brought into correct
balance it should be dressed well clear of the line
H.T.+

R22

Sound signal Input

G.E.C.

230mA
200V

October, 1962

36- Frequent failure of the barretter

These are fringe models in
the series BT1450, BT2449,
BT5446,
BT5545
and
BT9343. One trouble is
poor line hold," which is
attributable to incorrect adjustment of the discriminator
transformer. There are two
cores in the transformer, L44
at the tag end and L43 at the
opposite end, and these should
be carefully adjusted as described below.

can be caused by a heater to cathode

short in VI3 or V14 (see also Fig. 34).

(Continued on page 43)
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The

ABC
of

Circuits

TV

AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TELEVISION CIRCUITS
By T. L. May

(Continued from page 595 of the September issue)

V V AYS

of removing interference spots from

a picture without detracting from picture quality

have led to many ingenious circuits. There are
three basic arrangements for this purpose. One
is to set the operating conditions of the video
amplifier valve in such a way that normal video
output is obtained from the anode circuit, while
interference pulses rising to levels in excess of
peak white picture give little or no output.
The second arrangement is to use a diode
circuit in the output of the video amplifier and
set its operation so that it conducts only on pulses
of interference. This leaves the picture almost
unaffected, while by- passing the unwanted interference signals.
The third arrangement usually employs a triode
valve as an interference pulse inverter. The idea
being to feed to the tube grid, a replica of the
interference pulse which is present at the cathode
along with the signal. The phasing is so arranged
that the interference pulse at the cathode is
effectively cancelled by the pulse applied to the
grid.

31

shown by the diagram, Fig. 12(a). Here the video
input signal is well within the limits of the valve,
as also is the interference superimposed on the
video. Thus, at the output occurs both video and
interference.
However, as the limiter control is turned
towards position "B ", the maximum unsuppressed
output from the amplifier is decreased, as shown
in Fig. 12(b). Here the limiter control is adjusted
fairly critically so that peak white picture signals
give normal output; but since at that setting
further output is unobtainable, the interference
pulses are effectively clipped and do not appear
at the output.
In practice, the limiter would hardly be set so
critically, for if it were, any increase in video
signal amplitude would cause clipping of picture
whites as well as interference. The general set -up
would be for clipping of interference pulse peaks.
This would adequately reduce the disturbing nature
of the interference spots on the screen without
impairing the contrast ratio or quality of the
picture.
This arrangement is sometimes called limiting
by anode -current saturation. Under normal conditions, the output from a video amplifier increases
substantially linearly with increase in drive signal
up to the point when further increase of drive
does not result in increased output This point
is the saturation limit of the valve. By increasing
the negative potential on the suppressor grid the
saturation point is made to occur at a lower level
of input signal.

""

I

Limiter
control
2M

Chassis

Video Valve Limiting

Video valve limiting is quite interesting, and
will be considered first. Fig. 11 gives a circuit
of a video amplifier which has been designed for
this sort of limiting. It will be seen that the
suppressor grid (grid 3) is connected to a potentiometer across which is a voltage from about 30V
negative to a positive value as determined by the
H.T. line voltage and the value of R1 and other
resistive elements. In practice, the slider goes over
a potential range from about 30V positive to 30V
negative. Now, as the slider is connected to the
suppressor grid through R2, the suppressor grid
can be altered over the above range by adjustment
to the limiter control (bearing in mind that there
is no suppressor grid current).
With the limiter control in position " A ", the
video amplifier behaves in the normal manner, as

IA

-30V
Fig. I I-The circuit diagram of a "saturation"
type vision interference limner.

Diode Limiting

Both semi -conductor and thermionic diodes are
used in practice and may be connected either
before or after the video amplifier. The basic
circuit of a simple post -video limiter is given in
Fig. 13. Under static conditions, Cl, which is an
electrolytic, charges through R1 and the limiter
control from the H.T. line. The amount of
charge in Cl depends on the setting of the limiter
control, and for normal suppression the control
is set so that the voltage at the diode anode is
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Interference on
output signal

interference

Saturation
poi nt

Interferense_output
Peak white output

Vision in

Peak white

--

Vision in

clipped
ooutput
put

t

output

--a-

tarGe
input
5ignl

nterferen ce
".------_,Interference
on

signal

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 -The operation of the saturation limiter; (a) the saturation point well in advance of the interference pulses,
which ore thus passed through the valve to the tube, (b) the saturation point reduced and the interference pulses

clipped.

just a little below the voltage at the cathode on
peak white signals.
This means, then, that the video signal is conveyed from the video valve anode to the cathode
of the picture tube without the limiter circuit
influencing the operation in any way.
Now, at the occurrence of a burst of inpulsive
interference, the video valve anode falls sharply
negative, under which condition the diode anode
is more positive than the cathode, since the voltage
across Cl cannot follow such a rapid change. The
diode thus conducts and most of the interference
(and only a little of the picture signal) is by- passed
away from the tube circuit through the diode and

Cl to chassis. In this way the picture is cleared
of most of the interference effect.
This circuit is rather neat in that it is somewhat
self- compensating for changes in the actual video
signal level. As the signal level at the video valve
anode-and hence the voltage-changes, so does
the charge across Cl, and once the correct limiting
position is established by the limiter control, the
circuit tends to balance about that point for a
wide range of signal levels.
Pre -Video Limiter

The basic circuit of a pre -video limiter is given
(Continued on page 35)

Hit

HT.+

Vision to
CRT

Vision

amplifier
valve

Vision

to CRT

Vision

amplifier
valve

R1

Vision
n

Limiter
control

Limiter
control

R2

Chassis
Fig.

13

-The circuit of

a simple diode limiter,
which is self-compensating.

Fig. 14

-In

this circuit a semi-conductor diode is
used prior to the video amplifier.
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BRAND NEW AM/FM
(V.H.F.) RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS AT £14.0.0
(Carriage Paid)

Í

Chassis size 13 x nj x 30n. high. New manufacture. Dial
111 x 4n. in O colours predominantly gold.
Pick -up. Exe. Speaker. Ac., F:., and Dipole Sockets. Five push buttonsOFF L.W., M.W.. F.M. and Grant. Aligned and tested. 0.1'. Transformer.

Tone Control. 1,011081,900 M.: 290.31111 M.; S8.98 Mcls. Valves EZ80 Teat.,
E13181, EPOS, EA BC80. EL84, El.'CO3. Speaker and Cabinet to tit chassis
(table model). 47/6 (post 3/61.9 x din. SPEAKER, 20/ TERMS: (Chassis)
£5 down and 5 monthly payments of CO or with Cabinet and Speaker
£3.10.0 down and d monthly payments of £2.
Cheap Room Dipole for V.H.F., 12/6. Feeder 6d. yd. Circuit diagram 2/6.

TRANSISTOR
PORTABLE -Fully Built
6

The

paid.

"SCALA" for only 29.17.6, cary.
81 x 2 x 3Iin. high. Choice of

and
I,.W.
M.W.
Dexine.
Ferrite aerial. Battery included. Printed
circuit. Nicely styled. A professional
colours.

job. 31in. speaker.

THIS SUPERB SET FOR £10
.lean Doracioir fal /rlr in latent Iwo t<,uc
Bodes. M.W. and L.W. ferrite rod. prom.don for ear aerial. 0- colour scale, With
rpo battery giving :300 hours u
Weighs tinder 4 Ile. with carrying
handle. 12 x 711n. high x 41in. at base
tapering to lin. at, top. Brand new, fully
guaranteed. £10. Parr. paid. Worth EN.
A FEW NEW BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNERS. ALL TYPES. 30/- each
while stocks last. (3)- post). Adaptor 5/- extra. State Model No,
Terms Available on Items over £5. Send lid. (stamps will do) for 20 page
illustrated catalogue. All New Goods. Delivered by return. C.O.D. 2/. on.
See our advertisement in "Practical Wireless" for more bargains.
VALVES 3 MONTHS
ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.

GLADSTONE RADIO

HANTS.
" SCALA,' CAMP ROAD, FARNBOROUGH,
Portsmouth.
(Farnborough 3371) an:' at 247 New Road. Connor.

FARNBOROUGH CLOSED SATs. -I.ORTS111:11' l'H

"{SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN
FRONT
Bring your TV set up 100% again by fitting

our:

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES (including electrostatics)
£5. O.0) For
now ...
£5.10.0 Single
to 17" now
£8. 0.0J Tubes
21" now ...
ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED
12"
14"

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:
21'r -14716
14 01¡170 -9716;
12" -8716;
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).
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BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

Dept. B.7
(Wimbledon) LIMITED
131A Kingston Rd, South Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9
"Compare oar prices with any others"

"Practical Wireless"
We are open from
For the FINEST, FASTEST SERVICE in the COUNTRY.
p.m. Wednesday. For any information or problems you
10 a.m. until 7 p.m.
F'or more Transistors and Components see our adeertiaeaent in

-1

have. Call oe Phone, we are always pleased to help.
We pride ourselves that we can obtain and .apply any TV span, OUR GIGANTIC
STOCKS INCLUDE: Line, Frame and Sound Output, Line and Frame Blocking
Oec 'leans., and Scan Coils for any make or model Television.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS (P. tlr P. 3/61

ACF, ASTRA 57/3, ALBA, 'í'a01, roar`, T394, T484, T494,1'111974, 42/8.
AMBASSADOR. Most Models Available, 57/9. ARGOSY, CTVS, 8819.
BAIRD, 0014 to 2717, 57/9.
ARMSTRONG, 7'V 3114, TV 3/17, 67/9.
BEETHOVEN, B94 to B99, 57/9.
BANNER, Most Models Available.
CHAMPION EEWIND ONLY.
BUSH, TC'026, TV32. TV:13 to TV43, 87/,
COSSOR, R17a, 930, 931, 933, to
COLUMBIA, C3OIL to C3(17, 89/ -,
944, 946, 50/6.
DECCA, DM1, D1112C, ÚM3, DM4C, DM7, 72/6. Also Used.
DEFIANT, Some Available. Some Rewind Only.
DYNATRON. Available, but Sample L.O.P.T. Required.
EKCO. TC108, TU209, T731, T748, T2267, T284. T293. 57/6. Most Models
Available.
EMEMSON, 701, 700, 704, 57/8
ENGLISH ELECTRIC, Rewind Only.
FERGUSON, 103T, 1031', 113T, 145T, 84/6. 7031, 246T, Inclusive, 64/6. 992 to
996, Inclusive, 84/6. 306T, 308T, 62/-.
FERRANTI, 141'3. 1763, (7T3, 45/-. Moat Models Availabtr.
FULLOTONE, 1.2in., 14in., 57/9.
Most Modiele Available.
G.E.C., 011231, BT1232, BT1746, BT174$, 46/
H.M.V. 1824 to 1831, Inclusive, 84/-, 3831 to 39026, Inclusive, 94/8.
INVICTA. T101 to T104ß, 44/-. '1118, T119, T120, 52/6.
K.B., LFT30. l.VT50, LF'rfi11, MV60, 105 /-. Most Models Available.
MARCONI, V'F5111)A, VT39DA, VC60, VT61DA, 57/9.
MASTERADIO, TE7C, TE7T. TF7, TO7C, TO7T, TE21C, 67/9.
MCMICHAEL, TM54F, C417FMF, TM417F, 57/9.
MURPHY, 1114, V240, V230, V270, V280, 68/6. All Murphy Spare. Available.
PAM 908, 909, 952, 933, 9.38, 52/6.
PETO SCOTT, TV91, TV92, TV121, TV122, 48/3. PHILCO, 1707. 1708, 48/8.
PHILIPS, 1114E1% 111517, 144611, 72/6. Most Modela Available, Alao Geed.
PILOT. All Models can be Rewound.
PORTADYNE, TCI2, 69/ -, All other Models Rewind Only.
PYE, VT4, V4, V7, VT7 52/6. Most Models Available, Aloe Used, at 32/6.
REGENTONE, 12BIG. 12.T13, 69/ -.
R.G.D., C35. 1453, 1436, 1735. 1737. 90 /
SOBELL, TOI, T21C, 1''22. 74/-, Most Models Available.
STELLA. 0T3701Ú. ST861715, 96/-, Most Models AvailableVIDOR. Most Models Available.
ULTRA. Mo,t Models Available.
Meet
DIBOT$ON.
WHITE
WESTMINSTER. '1'1455, 69/
Model, Available.

,

,
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'I'V 1'I "DES
TUBES ARE REGUNNED WITH FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
£8.15.0
12m. MAZDA TYPE
MULLARD TYPE. . .23.15.0
£4. 5.0
14ín. MAZDA TYPE
NULLARD TYPE....24. 5.0
14.16.0
18in. G.E.C. TYPE
£4. 5.0
MAZDA TYPE
I4.15.0
17in. MULLARD TYPE
MULLARD TYPE ....24.15.0
14.16.0
17in. G.E.C. TYPE
£^.15.0
MAZDA TYPE
04,15.0.
17ín. BRIMAS TYPE
90° AND 110° TUBES ON EXCHANGE BASIS ONLY
ADD 5/- FOR ELECTROSTATIC TUBES. ADD 10 /- FOR 900 AND 110° TUBES.
CARR. AND INS. 12/6. C.W.O. OR C.OD.
ALL
12in,
14in.
15ía,
18ia.
17ín.

.

ALL VALVES ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO CULL GUARANTEE -CURRENT
8/6
5/6
3/1177
l)AF'91 ;5/DAF90 7/7/9
DF'9l
7/3
UF56

A'Z31
1336

11116,
D11.77

I)K91.

DK92

EC:1'63

EcF80
EC1121

ECH33
ECH42

7/6 147'36
8/- K7'61

7/3
8/3
D1,92
6/3
7/D1.94
DL91:
7/F1ABC80 7/3
EAF42 7/9

15/- KT63

E12L80

7/3 PCC89

14E86

S/9 PC1,8:1

1iP89

8/6 PC1.84

EF'91
EE92

EL33
F:L3M

8/9 I:,o
7/6 C:i"
7/9

1

191

9/9 I-_,1
^/- ( 08
919 U301
7/8 C801

6/6 ULM
10/- UUS
12/- 11119
9/6 UY41

r/- UY83

17/5/6
5/9/8
9/14/8

1V77

Z77
3U4

3V4

-Y3
3Z4

17/6 fiALü
22/- 6AM6

3/- l'C1,83 15/- UABt7808/6 13ATtt
8/- UAF42 8/- 6BW6
4/- PL33
7/8 PL'3lì

12/-

1.1.38

8/1.,

ER91
EBC33

3/- 813180
4/8 EM84
^/8 EY5l

9/6 PL84

ECC83
ECC84

3
1

ECHnI

E1341

'41

I-2-1

6/3 t

7/6 K'l'W83 5/9
7/6 PCC84 7/6 C37

7/9 l'Lel
8/9 PL82

'B

8/3

9/- KTWIil 6/9 126

Elch
EL64

EBF80
EBF89

VALVE LIST
8/6 t-2'

8/- ECLS2 0/9 PI:F'S0
4/6 Et'L63 11/9 PCF'Sl
4/6 PC.FM6
6/- EPSU
6/3 Ptfl.B=
7/8 EIM3

DKOd
DL91

ECCM'2

Electron Works, North Bar

e3
-rHE955

D. & B. TELEVISION

ECC81

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
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8/8 PLS:i
7/9 PY31

7/8 P1:32
7/6 EY86
6/3 PY80
8/3 EZ40
6/9 PY81
FZ41
4/6
ESSO
6/6 PYS'2
b/8 CZ:37
8/9 PY6:3
6/3 (17,34
12/8 l'Vitt,
6/- 1'1,30
7/9 KT33C

7/9
9/9 11041
14/8 UBC41 7/9
9/- UBF89 7/9
8/6 UCI.'84 12/6
8/6 t.CC85 7/9
8/9 GCF80 14/6
7/- GCH1112/3
10/- l'CH42 7/6/- UCH81 8/3
8/- UC'L83 12/6
2/8
6/- 1-1,42

8/-

1:1,41

12:- G1A4
8/- CL46

61T2

dFl
6

F 1'2

P1:t
6'F14
6E13
13E33
11,1

6L6
61.18
61,19

7/- fiSN7
10/9 6V6
71- 6U4

73 10F1
14j8 IOLI
8/8 1001
8/- 10P13
6/6 101'14

4/6
10/-

13/.

9/9
8/9
7/3
3. 12AT7 4/6
4j9 1'2AÚ7 5/6
8/9 12AX7 6/3
8/8
8/3 20D1
9/3
10/- 200.2
201.1
12/8
20I'1
9/6
12/.
5/6 201'3
7/6 OOP` 16 /6
3/. ÁP5 14/8
4/8 278U 14/8
7/8
3001
6/6 30FL1 913
7/6
30L1
9j- 30P4 11/3
8/3 30F12 8/-

l:ATfi

32KU 10 /10/8/- 34KÚ 8/8
148 185BT 14/6
19/9 53KU

5.

10j.

if

you -do no are .chat yens require Bend
of our rakes:
stamped addressed envelope for specie quotation.

These are only examples

Pleasr ask us for ANY components you may require we are almost certain tr
have them. TERMS: S.A.E. all enquiries. C.W.O. or C.O.D. 3/- extra. Poatag'
on Valves, 6d. each. C.R.T.e 1216 Inc. insurance. SATISFACTION ASSE I: F.I

RETURN POST SERVICE.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Pocket
Secretary
DO YOU EVER FORGET? This
could eliminate the trouble
;often embarrassment) your forgetfulness
causes you-she will stay In your jacket
pocket and as fast as you can think she will
capture and store- ideas -notes-formulae-

Be the Best Dad in the

I

iJ

most modern carrying oase iri two-tone and with
microphone, reel of tape and spare reel. Nothing else to buy.
Order this bargain now as It won't be available for Xmas.
Only 66.19.6. plus Post & Ins. 5/- or secure one with small
deposit.

Mark

EQUIPMENT

With details to snake Closed
Circuit TV Lens system. "See
¡

-

assemblies; just link these together
only 10 connections to make. Three
transistor amplifier with centre switch-forward stop -rewind
with microphone Input record play-volume control, etc.
Complete In

The "Good Companion"
using transfilters
In tile 'de -luxo' cabinet as illustrated it
costs 610.19.6 to build -but what a set!

THIS MONTH'S
SNIP!
TABBY

World

What a thrill for your boy to receive a
present like this.
Completely transistorised tape recorder
with full range of acoessorles. Suitable
for work or play -study or relaxationoffice or home-outdoor or indoors.
Weight 2t1b. and only 9 x 6151n. (approx)
Supplied as completely wired sub-

appointments -anything you can
say or sing. then at your demand
she will play them all back to you.
Undoubtedly one of the smallest
precision tape recorders made.
Entirely controlled by
buttons, you can record and play back with the instrument In push
your
pocket. It is a full function machine using standard 1` tape and easy to
replace batteries. Speaking and playing back 1s from the same (crystal)
microphone.
Specification: Dimensions: 60 x 21 x it, weight: 14 oz. recording time: 12
minx, rewinding time: 4 mins. recording system: D.C. Bias, erasing
system: Magnetic erasing, wow and flutter: within 2% and frequency
response: 500 -1,200 c/s (within-6db).
Price 614.14.0. Complete ready to work.
1
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in the dark" equipment comprising 5,000 volt power pack
which contains ignition coil.

vibrator etc. Control unit,
Interconnecting cables and
Infra -red binoculars. Offered
for one month only at the
give away price of 65.19.8,
plus 10/- carriage. These are
unused, just as received from
the Ministry, believed in good
working order but sold without guarantee.

Il

Scan these pages: you will find nothing to
compare with its specification. It uses
transfilters instead of I.F. transformers,
has variable feedback as well as all the
usual features. A.V.C., Push -pull output.
Ferrite Aerial. Slow Motion Tuning, etc.
etc., and is a very powerful Medium &
Lone Wave set. conservatively rated at
750mW. Every component used is by a
famous maker, such as American Philco
MADT R,F. transistors -Mullard A.F.
transistors-Jackson Brother's tuning
condensers-RolaCelestion loudspeaker
Dubiller-T.C,O.-Morganite resistors and _controls. Also full alter
sales service available.
You will definitely be doing the right thing it you buy a GOOd
Companion.

-

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD.

Ordera'received by post are despatched Worn our warehouse. 1.)cpt.1, 66 Grove Road, blast bourne, and to save time, please post your
order to this address. Please Include enough for postage. Callers, however, should use one of the following addresses:
520 High Street North 42 -46 Windmill Hill 266 London Road 29 Stroud Green Road
246 High Street
Manor Park, E.I2
Croydon
Finsbury Park, N.4
Ruislip, Mddx.
Harlesden, N.W.I0

Better, Brighter
Picture Tubes
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass.
...

I

15 -17ín.

guaranteed
rebuilt cathode
ray tubes
I4'

Types MW3I-74:
SE 14-70: 4/14

eacl.

21ín.

CASH WITH ORDER

C 14 FM

SIMILAR BUT PARTLY USED, GUARANTEED

12ín.

E3. 0.0

14ín.

15 -17ín.

L4.10.0

21

...
...

30/-

Dispatch same day.
and Insurance I0/ -.

E5. 5.0

E7,15.0

Waterloo Road,
Stockport, Cheshire

ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD

T.I.phon.:Stockport730I

12

E4. 0.0

(6.10.0

MONTHS.

with Order. Carriage

S.T.S. Ltd.

EACH

3

Cash

...
...

in.

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED

Carriage paid

MW 36-24:

Tat

14in.

E5.I5.0

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

.... 59 6

&

L4.10.0

.,.

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron, etc.

Outstanding oiler

12'

...
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POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,
Telephone:

SURREY
WALLINGTON 9665

H.T.+

Vision

R1

amplifier

22k

valve

Inverter

Vision out to
CRT cathode

To

valve

r=

CRT
grid

R2

Chassis

-A

circuit diagram of a white spot inverter in
which a triode valve plays the major part.

Fig. I5
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(Continued from page 32)
conduction by a positive potential picked up from
the slider of the limiter control and applied to
cathode (the positive terminal) of the diode
through R3. The anode (or negative terminal) of
the diode is " tied " to chassis (negative) via Rl
and R2.
Now, a burst of impulsive interference causes
a rapid peaky rise in voltage on the video -in line.
This makes the anode of the diode go more
positive than the cathode and promotes conduction, which occurs through the diode and R4.
The interference signal is thus by-passed from
the control grid circuit of the video amplifier valve
through the diode and Cl.
White Spot Inverter
Although not by any means new, quite a few
recent receiver models feature a so-called white

spot inverter circuit instead of the conventional
diode limiter (Fig. 15).
With the connection between the anode of the
video amplifier valve and Cl removed, interference
would arrive at the tube cathode in the form of
a steep negative -going pulse. This " looks " to
the tube like a peak white picture element and
it thus records it as such, producing the well known interference spot.
The cathode of the tube going negative, is
exactly the same as the grid going positive. This
means that if a negative-going pulse of interference
of exactly the same shape as the pulse at the
cathode is applied to the grid, the tube in effect
will " see " no pulse at all, and the interference
will be neutralised. The white spot inverter works
along these lines.
To the cathode of the inverter valve is applied
a sample of the video signal, via Cl. Since the
grid of this valve is connected to chassis, the
negative -going signal at the cathode is the same
as the grid going positive with respect to cathode
on the signal. A phase change occurs in the
valve with respect to the signals at grid and anode,
so across the anode load resistor Rl is developed
a negative -going signal.
The signal here is coupled to the grid of the
tube through C2, and the requirements considered
above are achieved. The component values are
chosen so that the inverter responds essentially
to interference rather than video signal. Moreover, since the triode cathode is connected to a
positive potential through R2 and the limiter
control (which, again, is the same as the grid being
made negative with respect te cathode) the valve
only passes pulses which are strong enough to
overcome the bias.
The valve conduction point can be adjusted
by the limiter control in the same way as an
As the interference is
ordinary diode limiter.
cancelled, black or grey spots appear on the picture
instead of the probably more disconcerting peak
white spots.
(To be continued)
.

A GENERAL PURPOSE Q -METER (Continued from page 18)
can be found on rotating VCl, the tuning control of
465kc /s range, the Q of a certain coil by current
the oscillator. Set the valve voltmeter to an
and voltage was found to be 75, while, by the
appropriate range (0 to 1V), and advance the R.F.
capacitance variation method, the value was 76.
control until a maximum reading of the valve voltOn the medium wave range, another coil showed
the
meter of 100 is shown, at resonance. Note the
on
values of 88 and 89 respectively. Values
other two ranges were 63 and 64 (at 5.5Mc /s) and frequency reading. Swing VCl each side of the
resonance point until a voltage reading of 71 is
108 and 103 at 10.7Mc /.s. It may therefore be
obtained, and note each reading. Then the bandtaken that the potential accuracy of the instrument
width of the aerial is the difference in the two side
is of the order of a few %.
frequencies fl and f2, while the Q of the aerial is
The Q of an aerial can be determined also with the resonance frequency f0 divided by fl -f2. For a
this instrument. Generally the actual measurement
plain folded dipole without parasitic elements, the
is less important than the bandwidth of the aerial,
terminating resistors should be 30012. but a folded
which can be derived from Q. Since Q for an
dipole with directors and reflector will need 8012,
aerial is usually very low, neither method described
as with a plain dipole.
above is very satisfactory, and the following method
The power supplies for the instrument are
-though apparently less accurate -may be found modest,
the requirement being for 250V at about
sufficient.
30mA and 6.3V at about 1A. The H.T. smoothing
need not be very elaborate. In the prototype an
If a dipole is under test the coaxial lead attached
instrument transformer with a 250V secondary was
to leads A and B should be terminated with an 8051
used, rectification being " half -wave " through a
resistor. This simulates the actual input of a
1,000V p.i.v. semiconductor diode. Smoothing was
receiver and also serves to short circuit any hum
accomplished with a reservoir capacitance of 16µF,
voltages which would seriously affect the working
a smoothing resistor of 3.3k and a smoothing capaof the instrument. Advance the R.F. control until,
with VC2 at its minimum setting, a resonance point citor of value 16µF.
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Letters to the Edit®r
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents

Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
SPECIAL NOTE:

TV SOUND QUALITY

-It does seem strange to me
an appreciation of good sound

that whereas
reproduction
has been encouraged over recent years by the
manufacturers of Hi -fi audio equipment, the TV
set makers, on the other hand, appear to consider
sound as just a minor adjunct to the "all important"
picture. In cabinet design the acoustical requirements are the least considered and the smallest
possible loudspeaker is grudgingly squeezed into the
interior, often in the worst position for the viewerlistener.
I think all TV receivers should have " audio
output " sockets to enable one to feed the undoubted high quality sound to an A.F. amplifier
and loudspeaker system capable of doing it justice.
A. HARMSWORTH (Reading).
SIR,

I Eel

AERIAL DESIGN
of the approaching introduction of
UHF signals, and the resultant need for a new
aerial, 1 agree that it is time some idea was worked
upon to make the present aerial or aerials suitable
for many frequencies. At present we have one BBC
and one for ITV but surely it would be quite
practicable to use one single aerial, either a dipole
or some form of array, so chosen that it would not
be cut to the correct length for a single station, but
would be harmonically related to several. For
instance, it could be' full -wave at one frequency,
and half -wave at another, and I am sure that the
experts could work out something on these lines to
save us having to put up more ironwork on our

SIR,

-In view

already overloaded chimney stacks.-P. SAVILE
(Hornsey).
[The above is only one of many letters which
have been received on aerial problems, and we are
hoping to publish an article in a later issue dealing
with these problems.-Ed.1

-F.

DOUBLE -SIDED

BLUEPRINT
inside the

NOVEMBER issue of

Detailed Instructions
to build
VI-IF RADIO

TUNER

Switch tuned.
unit. Cathode- Seven valve. Self powered
follower output.
cial pre -set
Commertuning head.
TV sound
-

BBC F.M.
signals.

and

PRE -AMPLIFIER
and
CONTROL

UNIT
Multiple frequency
-compensated

(for various P.U.'s,
inputs
radio, tape
phone). Wide
and micro-range
filter. Switched tone controls. Rumble
high- frequency

filter.

COMING !

Another FREE
Double -Sided
BLUEPRINT
in the December
issue.

>z......

::>::.:.;>;.

`

.

.
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ORDER FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT TODAY!
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ALL TUBES
GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS
Carriage Free

-

LINE OUTPUT TRANSIFORMERS
11A, hi; 12A, B; TVF 12A.
TUG12A, B; TRG 12A, 11
.. 451 TV12AM; TV22, 24; TRG24, TUG24 .. 70/-

Bush. TV

Speedy Passenger Train despatch.

N
1

1

2"
7"

MW

31

E

W

Cossor, 930, 931, 933, 934, etc. ..
.. 62/8
Ekeo, TS113 -114; T161, T21.1, T231.

Ferguson,

t

-74 etc.

x£4.4.0
f7.7.0

CRM 171 (6,3v. hrs.)

Ii /-7

...
...

/

21"

...

OF THE HIGHEST

8

814, 815

14/53,

:,..:4:

VAC

.. 57/6

..

..
..

817, 916

98/6

78/.. 60 /.. 89/8
.. 55/-

917, VW80

17/66 17/63 -4,
0.1
.. 8//Frame O P.T.'s
.. £8 /6
Add post 3/6.
resistors, 1W-2W--8/13, Peet 1 / -.

15/60, 17/50, 17/53,

All Ultra

mixed
LINEARITY AND WIDTH CONTROLS.
Subassembly. Complete 5/ -. P.P. 1 / -.

/

3,1

50

8C

851-

complete assembly withÚ0i) X10 77/8

100

hours on four
Portable. Durabl
leaflet. Complete
Our
GNS.
Price
Carr.
NOW ONLY
7/6

71LIjj

..

V240, 250
., 94/-; V214.216
.
114 OF/UM, 115 U 1437 U,
1446 U, 1726 U, 1746U, 17471)' ..
..

Philips,

CTM4, V4, VT4, V7, VT7

p
£8.O.O

controls. Capstan drive.

MV12oÓy,V1810

Ultra,

"CLARION" TRANSISTOR

i.p.s., constant speed.
U.2 torch batteries.
plastic case. Free Nus,
with mike and tape.
List Price 25 Gns.

.. 59/8

..55/- to 60/-

383A, 463A, 563A, 663A ..
Pye, LV30, 16T, CS17, VT17

15.5.0
ffcc
... Lial0ao

BATTERY TAPE RECORDER

Push -button

..

TT3-4

G.E.C. and Il.M.V. mostly

HUALI TY

14"

945

T14Ó5, T1415. T1425, i'15061 518255132..

COMPLETELY
REPROCESSED
REBUILT, RESCREENED, REALUMINISED TUBES
rr

a

to

1

841, 2, 3; 941

FerrOranti. 14T3, 14T4,

x

Sean Coils, 90° new, 19/9, P.E. 2/9.
F.O.P.T. to match, 15/8. P.P. 2/9.

RADAR KILOVOLTER

.:

/7TWAY itAll n0

Tests actual EUT volts at C.R.T. anode etc.
with SAFETY and ACCURACY. End guess
work
item of your kit
g3.17.6. i Post
S.A.E. with enquiries please,
5 Westward Way,
Preston Road, Harrow, Middx.
Tel: WOR 2663

Become a Television expert
this easy way
The Bennett College offers you a complete course
You have to be really in the know to keep up with
television these days. And the value of this

of sound radio
wish).
The complete home-study course covers everything: Production of the signal, scanning and reproduction of picture from signals. Aerials, types and
purpose. The cathode -ray tube. Time -base oscillators,
and output circuits. Synchronisation. Video
frequency amplifiers. The TV tuner, turret incremental, etc. Television test gear. Television faults.
For more details, please fill in the coupon below.
Your studies cost very little and the book you need is
included in the cost
even includes the basic principles

if you

special new course prepared by The Bennett College
is that you are taught all the latest methods and
techniques. You have the advantage of studying this
profitable and fascinating medium in the quiet of
your own home. And personal tuition by The
Bennett College makes all the difference.
The Bennett College offers you a course that's
non- mathematical and particularly easy to follow.
It contains clear diagrams which cover everything
you want to know from beginning to end (and

rI 0

--------- A --- - - - - - /IV

Al/ -AM/

Air

To THE BENNETT COLLEGE

(Dept. 55NTV,) Sheffield

Please send me details

of the

ADDRESS

new

TELEVISION SERVICING
COURSE
ACV

--Amr

MI/

Mir

Mir

ANY
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£7.5.0 or 30/- deposit and

1962

VACUUM

RADIO BARGAINS
SIGNAL GENERATOR

October,

TELEVISION

ELECTRONIC
LIMITED
6

monthly payments of 21/8.P. & P.
5/6 extra. Coverage 100 Kies.
100 Me /s on fundamentals and
100 Mc /s to 200 Mc /s on harmonica. Metal case 10 x 63 x 51 10.
grey hammer finish. Incorporating three miniature valves and
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
200/250. Internal modulation of
400 c.p.s. to a depth 0(.30%; modulated or unmodulated R.F., output continuously variable. 800
millivolts. O.W. and mod. switch
variable A.F. output. Incorporating magic-eye as output
Indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2 %.
APPLICATIONS
OSCILLOSCOPE O R
. andn.0 .
A
Y- amplifier (30 mV /C.M.). Provide ample
Espesensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs.
trancially suitable for measurements ofmainsistor operating conditions where
of
paramount
tenance of D.C. level is
FlyImportance. Push -pull X amplifier;
back suppression; Internal Time-base
external use;
Scan Waveform available for checking
TV
for
pulse output available
line 0/P Transformers, etc. Provision for
Brightness
external -I /P and C.R.T.
Modulation. A.C. mains 200/250v. £18.18.0.
P. & P. 8/- or 24.13.0 deposit, plus P. & P.

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE
WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

aé

12

Months' Guarantee including Vales

and Tube.

ALIGNMENT ANALYSER

mains 200 /250 v. Provide,:
(Swept
"Wobbulator"
Frequency) Operation, for FM/
TV alignment linear frequency
sweep up to 12 Me/s. From 400 kc/s
-80 Mc /s. Capacitance Measurement. Two ranges provided.
0-60pF and 0 -12pF. Special Facility enables true resonant frequency of any tuned oct. I.F.
transformer. etc.. to be rapidly
determined. Cash price £8.19.8,
sIx
deposit plus 5/6 P. & P. rand
monthly payments of 21/6.

TYPE

12

-14 £4.15.0

15 " -17'45.5.0
21

r

£7'15.0

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12'6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

15fALLOWED
ON

RECEIPT

OF

OLD

TUBE

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

MCM

A.C.

W1B

WRITE PHONE OR CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
STREET
35. SACKVILLE

LONDON, W.1
REGENT 6404

CHANNEL TUNER
tune to all Band ant
1

Band III stations. BRAND
NEW by famous manufacturer. Complete with P.C.C.
84 and P.C.F. 80 valves (In
I.F. 16-19 or 33 -38.
serles).
Also can be modified as an

converter (instrucaerial
tions supplied,. Complete
with knobs. 321a plus

/

HEATER TRANSFORMER
To suit the above. 200 -250 v.. 8/ -, plus 2/- P.

&

P.

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS

With built-in line and width
control, 14kV. Scan coil. 90in.
deflection on ferrite yokes.
Frame O.P. transformer pi.
18 kV smoothing condenser.
Can be used for 141n., 171n. or
211n. tubes. Complete with circuit diagram.

29'6

4/6P. &P.
Focus Magnet suitable for the
above (state tube). 10 /- plus

3/- P. & P.

CHANNEL TUNER

VALVES BY RETURN GUARANTEED 8 MONTHS
16 /8/8 U24
7/9 PL81
6CD6O 19/6 1001
11/0 185BT 19/6 EY51
11 /8
6/6 U25
7/6 PL82
6E1
4/9 1002
14/6 EAP42 8/- EYM
9/9
6/6 C26
7/- 0232
8/9 PL83
5/9 EB41
8F12
3/- 1061
7/8/- U3L
3/. KT33C 4/6 P1.84
10/8 EB91
61,13
6/9 IOP9
9/- U191 12/6
61,14
9/8 1OLD1114/e ECC81 5/6 ETU 12/8 PY31
9/8
Opts
9/6 10P13 11 /- E0082 6/- P0084 8/9 PY32 10 /- 0.281
U282
PY80
16/G/9
8/9
611
9/- ECC83 8/8 P0085
12/6 10P14
15/6/6 0301
61,18
9/- 12807017/9 ECF80 8/8 PCF80 7/- PY81
6/- U801 19/61,19
9/8 R0P82 8/6 PCP82 7/8 PYH2
11 /- 201,2
7/- 1101142 7/3
81020 7/9 20L1 16/- EUL80 0/- PCL82 7/3 PY83
P530
U
F42
5/6
PCL83
9/8
10
/8
7/6
61.25
8/8 20Pd 12 /8 EF42
7/11/- í'L41
6P28
18 /- EF50 -B112 /- PcL84 7/8 819
12/6 20P4
2/8 01,44 11 /8/3 81.81
6SN7OT 4/6 30PL1 9/8 E180
9/9 P133
9/8 T41
17/6174üT 10 /6 301.15 9/6 EF91
0/- l'L36
7/6 UU8
1'22
8/9
266
9/8
PL38
16/8
30P4
7/9
(MO
9/8
ELM
6/Post: I Valve Od.: 2.11 1f -. For lull Ilet see September iseue.
TUBES -Guaranteed 8 Months: 51W31/74 29/ -; M W 36124 89/, All Types: 12 in.
82; 14in. 22.10; 17iu. 23.5. Guranleed 12 months: 12ín. 13,5; 14in. 23.10; 171n.

24.10; Olin. t6.15 (Carriage 1216).

6

Page List 60.

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.
DEVONIAN COURT, PARE CRESCENT PLACE, BRIGHTON

REBUILT TV TUBES
Complete New Guns -I2 months
Guarantee
I

...
...

...
...

...
..,
...
...

[3.10.0

I.F. 18 -19 Mc /s continuously tunable
ruin 174 -216 Mc /s. Valves required, PCF
co and PCC 84 (in series). Covers B.B.C.
and LT.A. ranges, also Police, Fire and
'l'axls, etc.
Brand new by famous manufacturer

L3.15.0
L4.0.0
L5.10.0
21ín. ...
Old Tube required in exchange. Electrostatic
Types 51- extra. Carriage & Insurance extra.

OIL plus 3/- P. & P.

NU -GUN TELETUBES

1

14ín.

15-17ín.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
21c HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
All enquiries S.A.E. Goods Not Despatched Outside U.K.

3 THE MEWS
Duckett Road, Harringay, London, N.4

Telephone: MOUntview 2903
Also various Ex Rental TV Sets available.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide Instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 43 must be attached to all Queries, and if a
postal reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

MURPHY V210
There is no raster and on switching on, the H.T.
across the smoothing capacitor is normal, but as
the valves warm up, it drops to around 100V.
Looking into the back of the set, the large transformer (top left) has a JW resistor wired across
two of its tags and this gets very hot, so much
so that the markings have been burned off, and
I cannot read the value. I would be very grateful for any help you can give me.-C. Fawcett

(Leeds).
The resistòr which is overheating is the 3311
anode stopper in the 20L1 frame multivibrator
circuit. This indicates either a faulty 20L1 or the
100pF capacitor from one anode to the other
grid becoming short circuit.
FERGUSON 992T

The picture suddenly collapsed to a narrow
band about lin. high across the screen. I have
changed the ECL80 valves around, tested T3,
which seems to be in order, and checked the
voltages at V7, 12 and 13. These seem to be
higher than the stated values.-D. Ralph (Yeovil,
Somerset).
The trouble probably lies somewhere in the
frame amplifier section. If the associated valve
is definitely in order, suspect shorting turns in the
primary of the frame output transformer. Also,
if necessary, check the components associated with
the frame amplifier valve and frame linearity
control.

TELEVISION

39

the usual warming up period, then went out and
the hissing noise stopped. There does not appear
to be any EHT voltage on the tube and the
voltage on the first anode and focus electrode is
in the region of 150V instead of the 480V quoted
on the service sheet. The line output assembly is
now quite quiet.-G. C. Gould (Swansea).
This is very much like insulation collapse in
the line output transformer. A hissing noise is often
produced when this happens and, of course, EHT
and the booster circuits fail completely.
PYE VT7

The picture on this set now appears too large
for the screen with a fold over at the bottom and
in adjusting the line linearity control the length of
objects on the screen become out of all proportion
to the width. When I close the picture in with
the width control to examine the scan I find that
the left -hand side of the scan is perfectly straight
and the right-hand side is rounded at the top and
bottom corners. The EHT rectifier valve EY51,
and the PL82 have been changed. -G. M. Chesney
(N. Ireland).
We suggest you check the PL82 frame output
vane and also the frame height and linearity
control.

PHILCO A1962M
The trouble with this set appears to be in thlf
sync separator circuit. The picture cones on with
the line broken up, and the frame rolling very
fast. After two or three adjustments to the line hold, the line settles down to the proper frequency, but the frame -hold is far from steady, and
the picture will not lock as it should do. All three
symptoms appears on Band I and Band III and
with the weaker signal, the frame hold will not lock
at all. I have replaced C37 and C74, and C70 is
all right on test. I have tried V14 by substitution,
and have replaced V8 and V10, also MRl, but
without any success.
Connor (Ireland).
Check V6 and V7 by substitution. If the trouble
persists, check R31, C31, C33 and R36.

-J.

KB OV30

Would you kindly assist me to rectify a fault

that has recently made itself evident in my television receiver. The fault is that the picture is
mis- shapen in the upper half and to left -hand side,
while there is some compression in the lower half.
-W. Grieve (Edinburgh).
If the appropriate linearity controls fail to correct
the trouble, the cause could be low H.T. voltage.

especially if it has been necessary of late to
advance the height control to fill the screen
correctly. In this event, you should have the H.T
rectifier checked and replace it if low.

PHILIPS 1768U

Recently when the set was switched on, the
picture failed to appear. The screen remained
blank, with no raster and the brightness control
had no effect. An initial check indicated that the
the CRT and all valves were alight, but there was a
slight hissing noise from the line transformer
assembly can. I loosened the six retaining screws
and raised the complete assembly about a tin.
in order that V9 could be seen. When the set was
switched on again, this valve lit momentarily after

RAYMOND F105
When this set has been on for about 45 minutes
the line hold becomes very critical and sensitive.
The flickering is accompanied by a highly pitched
sound, though the TV sound itself is unaffected. It
is also very difficult to eradicate the sound-onvision. The tuner valves have recently been
replaced. -S. E. Phillips (Llanelly, S. Wales).
When the high pitched sound occurs, check for
signs of sparking inside the. PL36 line output valve.
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If there are no signs of sparking, change the
ECC82 line oscillator to the left of the screened
section, V17.
VIDOR CN4230

Could you please tell to what points of the
chassis I connect the line scan coils of this
receiver? I have a service sheet, but I cannot find
the capacitor C81 to which I intended to connect
one line scan lead. I have the set working by
means of a flying lead to the boost diode top cap.

-F.

Aiken (Belfast).
It is only necessary to trace the top cap lead of
the PY81 to the junction of C81 and terminal 3
on the line output transformer directly under the
scanning coils. The same effect is obtained by
connecting to the PY81 top cap.
PETO SCOTT 1720

With the width control (which is located on the
EHT housing) at maximum the picture still leaves

2=in. gap either side on the screen. I would be
grateful for any information you could give me to
Hunter (Cornwall).
rectify this fault.
You should check the H.T. voltage if possible
and if this is low, check the PY32 H.T. rectifier.
However since you do not mention any decrease
in height we would suspect that the fault is in
the line output stage. You should therefore check
the PL81 and PY81 valves (in the screened
section) also the 1.5k resistor to pin 8 of the PL81
valve base.
a

-L.

MURPHY V410
I should be grateful if you could help me to
rectify the following fault that I am experiencing
with the above set. The trouble is on ITV
(channel 8) sound only, the BBC channel 4 being
satisfactory. The effect is a gradual fading of
volume from normal, when switched -on, to being
barely audible with the volume control up to the
maximum position and the contrast control
adjusted until the picture is on the verge of going
negative. Except for having to make the contrast
control adjustment to increase the volume, the
picture remains satisfactory on both channels.
Some months ago the local dealer carried out a
repair to the sound section, but on this occasion
the trouble was a hum which was not apparent
on switching-on, but gradually increased. On this
occasion the fault affected both channels equally.
-R. C. Lacey (Birmingham).
You should fit a new set of channel 8 coils to
this receiver. These can be fitted without
" unboxing " by using the hatch at the back of
the set and tuning the local oscillator via the hole
in the bottom of the cabinet.

PHILIPS I468U
On switching on this set a fair picture is received
but this fades to a black screen within ten minutes.
The PL81 and EY51 valves have been checked and
found in order. If the aerial is disconnected the
raster is as normal but it drifts, after some time
has elapsed, to the left and down of screen. -R.

Graham (New Romney).
It the EHT voltage does not fail when the fault
occurs, suspect trouble either in the tube, the
video amplifier or vision I.F. stages, assuming that

the sound remains normal.

BANNER BTI12
When the volume is turned down there is a
loud squeal and the speech becomes distorted;
turning the volume up cures this, but then the
sound is deafening. Disconnecting the aerial will
not stop this. I have replaced the volume control
and had the sound output valve tested.-R. E.
Allen (Seagrove, Leicester).
This is probably caused by instability in the
A.F. channel, that is if the vision remains normal.

In this event, check the decoupling and electrolytic
capacitors associated with the A.F. valves.
PYE VT4

I can receive BBC channels 1 and 2, Ulster TV
channel 9 very well, but I cannot get Telefis
Eireann, channel 7, unless I screw up the horizontal hold. Then the picture received is very
faint and ragged. The sound comes in reasonably
well by adjustment of the fine tuner. I am using
a Telefis Eireann, channel 7, six -element aerial.
I should be most grateful if you would advise what
O'Sullivan
I could do to improve the picture.
(Co. Donegal).
From similar letters which we have received we
would say that your troubles are shared by a
number of readers. You could try fitting a 30L15
valve in place of the PCC84 in the tuner, or you

-D.

could write to the makers quoting the serial number and ask if they have made a more sensitive
tuner for your set (they have done so for some
models). Try also adjusting the small trimming
screws on the top of the tuner chassis.

EKCO T164

I would like to convert this set to receive
channels 1, 7 and 9. I would therefore be very
grateful if you could send me details of the components required and also if possible some instructions on the fitting of the same. -J. Mullan (Co.

Down, N. Ireland).
One unit which is suitable to convert your
receiver is the Cyldon U16H which plugs in to the
valveholders at present occupied by lOF1 valves,
V1 and V2. Full instructions are given with new
kits of these units.
BUSH TUG26

FERGUSON 206T

The trouble is that the screen gradually gets
darker after about thirty minutes of use, until
there is almost no picture. Any advice you can
give me would be appreciated.-J. Franks (London,
S.E.18).

October, 1962

This could be caused by a faulty picture tube.
A likely cause is a partial short across the series connected heater. Suspect this if the heater
brightness falls as the trouble occurs.

While watching one evening, the picture just disappeared, the line whistle was there and could be
varied with the hold control. The EY51 heater
was out but when tested it was found to be in
working order. The PL81, PY81, ECL80, EF80
(V3 and V4) were also checked in another set and
proved good. When the fault developed the PL81
became red hot. The tube was suspected for a
short and the final-anode cap was disconnected but
(Continued on page 43)
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"WAVE GUIDE AERIALS"
Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennas wish to offer examples
from their range of products. For the amateur Enthusiast and the Do- It- Yourself type.
A SUPER HIGH GAIN ARRAY FOR THOSE DIFFICULT RECEPTION SPOTS
£

Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel
I, with a Double Five Channel 9 ITA,
complete with all clamps
...
...
or Double Eight Element ITA ...
...
Mast Equipment per your specification

s. d.

3

E

Element ITA Loft Aerial
8 Element ITA Aerial outdoor
Double 5 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
S

7

10 0

8

10 0

Double

8

2

60
94

4

00

ITA Super Fringe outdoor
5

S/D 5 Combined BBC, ITA Loft Aerial ...
S!D 5 Combined BBC, ITA Outdoor

Aerial, wall mounting, complete
.
with chimney
lashing equipment
BBC Loft Aerial ...
V.H.F. Loft Aerial
...
5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to
existing mast ...
...
...
...

1

10 0

2

13 6

4

13 0

H & 7 combined BBC, ITA

12 9
11

1

3

10 0

s. d.

1

0

0

32ft. Garden Masts, complete for erection, two sets guy pickets, etc., with
fitting Instructions ...
... 12 10 0
...
Coax Cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard; super low
loss I12d. per yard.
Cross over boxes for combining separate BBC and
ITA Aerials 9,6d.
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and
accessories. Terms C.W.O. orders over E4 post
and packing free.

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED

WHEN ORDERING

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS
MIDLAND BANK CHAMBERS, FORE STREET, HERTFORD

ENT
DIRECT
ELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

100

12

MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

"MICRO FINE ALUMINISED

DESIGNED FOR

PERFORMANCE

75

Tite modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give
the older types of television set very much improved performance.
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better
contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising
gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,

LIGHT
OUTPUT

so

25

SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR REGUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED
BRILLIANCE CONTROL

-

-F."

EXPRESS PASSENGER SERVICE
Orders received by 3 p.m. are despatched same day.
Special direct services to Scotland and Ireland.

Full fitting instructions with every tube.

LAWSON TUBES LTD.
2

PEACHFIELD CLOSE,

MALVERN,

Tel. 2100

WORCESTERSHIRE.

Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., give needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass
excepted), and they are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacements for the original tube. Ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.

FROM STOCKS OF OVER 5,000 TUBES OF 200
TYPES WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT TUBE
YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN
1 2"
1 1"

15 -17"
19", 21 ",

-23"

4:1.10.0
1;.5. 5.0
ßr'.5.15.0

also available

and INS.
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C.O.D. or C.W.O.

1O /I.
Gladly refunded
if you wish :to return
your old tubee
(excepting 12")

The

star entertainers and
oralists dramatically
to fife-In your hume,
etc., etc.
tc. .
only 41' z '1r' z 1 }',
fits easily into your
pocket or handbag.
__.
months off
Should
bd. battery.
Only 32/6
last a lifetime, anyone
it in an
assemble
can
PAY
NO MORE TO
two
hour or
with our
easy plan. Complete set of parts including minis ture speaker, everything only 32/6. + 216. P. A p.
C.O.D. 2 /6d. extra. (Parts can be bought separately.) Limited period -so rush your order before
it's too late- DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.

YOU KEEP!
TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE.

Let this new course help you in T.V. servicing
Amazing bargain, complete, only 82/8 full price
for all lessons. Giant In size, mammoth In scope,
topics just like a £23 correspondence course.
Lessons ou picture faults, circuits, adjustments,
short -cuts, U.H.P., alignment facts. hints,
antenna problems, troubleshooting, test equip eat, picture analysis. SPECIAL only. 32(6.

k ELECTRONICS COURSE.
complete home study course of 35 lessons
beginner
designed
oó
sad ó and tel ectrron ç. See our a previous
advertisements for complete details. Price only
36(-.
Graduates of courses No. 39 and No. 200 can
qualify for a certificate, additional fee now
only 21/-. details sent with each course ordered.
No. 8. PIN -POINT T.V. TROUBLES IN 10
MINUTES. 32/6.
Without a doubt one of the most useful books
ever published about television. if you do not
yet possess copy you are really missing something. Thousands of Practical Television
readers already own and use this book every
day. Why not send for a trial copy? Then if you
decide to keep it, pay only 5/- per week until
completed. This book malt be able to earn you
more than it's cost within two weeks or your
money will be refunded!
NOW IS THE TIME TO START LEARNING
ABOUT COLOUR T.V.
Bens are the best two books published so far
No. 38. COLOUR TELEVISION NTSC. System,
Principle. and Practice. 8H
No. 22. PIN -POINT COLOUR T.V. TROUBLES
IN 5 MINUTES.
Deals with 150 types of faulty pictures and
sound with over 1,000 troubles which may be
the cause. Picture Pattern Section. 362
check charts. 47/8.
It you really want to advance in television you
should have the two Spreadbury Television
Receiver Servicing volumes on your bookshelf
Vol. 1, price 26/ -, covers Time -Base Circuits;
Vol. 2, price 86/-, covers Receiver, Aerial and
No. 89. RADIO
A

CONCORD ELECTRONICS

(Dept. B13'9)

Direct reading
I hour.
READY CALIBRATED
of
this
and
other kits.
details
Stamp for
RADIO MAIL (Dept. VC)
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL,

KNOWLER HILL,

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.

TEST EQUIPMENT,
No. 801.
E. N. Bradley. 8O pages. 5 / -.
No. 2025. TELEVISION SERVICING. G. N.
TELEVISION

Patchett.

Set of 4 books, total 344 pages, complete set
only 28/8. (Also available separately). Send for
free catalogue of books.
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDNo. 80.
BOOK. Gordon J. King. 80/-How to deduce from a given fault symptom
the most likely cause of the trouble: how then
to locate the part concerned: how to do an effective repair. This book together with Pin-Point
T.V. Troubles will give you real money- waking
ORDER NOW,
T.V. repair Know -howl
to get this speciali
No. 1. SPECIAL OFFER. Coyne's Elementary
Practical Radio- Television. Set of three
volumes. 'Total 1,038 pages, vinyl covers.
58.12.6 the set. See previous advertisements.
A set of books you will treasure and use for
years to come. Written in a simple, easy to
follow manner, yet explaining everything
completely. Teaches T.V. and radio together,
saving time. An ideal set for the amateur or
beginner. Pay only 5/- weekly if you wishl
BIG BOOK CATALOGUE CENT FREE
I

TRIAL COUPON

To Sim -Tech Book Co., Dept. P.T.V. 24
Gater's Mill, West End, Southampton.
Please send me the books number
(

)

(

1

(

)

for seven days' free trial. One at a time.
D I am not satisfied with any book I may
return it post paid without further obligation on my part. Otherwise I will pay cash'
or 6/- weekly after seven days until paid.
Tick here If enclosing full pelee (we pay
postage. Same 7 -day money -back guarenter). Postage charges: Orders up to £3 I
allow 1/6, £3 or over llow 2 /.. Oversees
customers please send lull amount.

Same

Ada

&8!1/6

6 RANGES

Built in

Power Supply.
VOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU
BUY FROM SIM -TECH. H not satisfied you
can return the books within 7 days. Pay only
6/- per week on any book.

)

p.

Checks all types of resistors, condensers

I

(

Church Road, Hove
SUSSEX
210

RES/CAP. BRIDGE

,

FREE

"SAN- P.EMO"

Star is so tuned that
it brings the voices of

NEW VALVES!
Tested
Guaranteed Set

5

THEN ONLY 6/- PER WEEK FOR THOSE
No. 200.

POCKET RADIOS

TRANSISTOR

TELEVISION BOOKS
ON FREE TRIAL I

r
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Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866
Complete TV Sets Untested. 91n. Bush
BBC only 20/-, 121n. Bush TV24A 25/-, 121n.
Bush TV 24C BBC -ITV, all channels 35/-,
Pye 141n. VT4 13 channel 50 /, Pye 14ín.
Console 13 channels VT14C 50/ -. Carr. on
each 10/- B.R.S. Well packed, but sent at
owner's risk.
TV Converters. Less valves and knobs,
coils fitted 2 and 10. Ekco, Ultra, Pye,
Murphy. Marconi and Philips, etc. 2/8.
post 2/3. Cyldon converters complete 18/ -.
Post 2/3. All types coils fitted 2 and 10.
Coax. TV Cable. 75 ohms. Best make
stranded. 5d. per yd. Post free up to 50 yds.
Complete TV Chassis for Spares. Less
valves, 121n., four for 10 / -. cary- B.R.S. 7/6.
141n. Chassis. four for 15/-, cart. B.R.S. 8/8.
MAI. Speakers, all 3 ohms. Removed
from TV sets. perfect condition, Rola
6 x 41n., 5/-; Goodmans 7 x 410., 6/ -: Philips
51n. round. 5 / -: Rola, R and A. round 61n.,
3/8; gin. Dish. 5 / -; 81n. round. 8/-: Post on
any speaker 2 / -, up to six can be sent for 3/6.
Valves Removed from TV .Rets. All post
free. All tested on a Mullard valve tester
and are 100% as new. They carry a three
months' guarantee. We also have a large
stock of old type radio valves and other
TV valves not listed.
2/- PL82
5/ECL80
4/- 6SS7
5/. PL83
5/ECC82
5/- 6U4
.

EL38
EY51

EBF80
EB91

EF91

6F1
6F13
6F14
6F15
6LD20

6LI8
6SN7
6SL7
6Pß8
6Kß5

6P25
6Y6

41-

2/8
4/6
9d.

9d.

1/2/5/5/5/5/2/9
2/9
5/5/5/2/6
2/8

2/1/5/5/3/-

10C2
10F1
10P13

10P14
20D1
201'1

20L1
20F2
20P3
20P4
185BT
U25
U281
U282
U801
U329

-

51-

5/8l5/5/8/8
515/5/8/6
515/-

PY80
PY81

PY82
PL82
PZ30
PCF80
PCC84
PL33
B36
N37

L63

6J5
27SU
U12

EF80

GERALD BERNARD

(Note ne83

FIRST -CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
GET

A

CERTIFICATE

!

After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how.

'FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such

success -compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.1.R.E., City and Guilds
Radio
Telecoms exams.
Amateurs' Exam., Gen. Cert.
B.Sc.
(Eng.),
of Educ. London

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.Prod.E.
Draughtsmanship (all branches)
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

51-

5/4/4/8
4/8
4/4/5/3/3/514/-

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1/8
10 /- per doz.
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Leeds)

OSSALOESTONtROAD,

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16

5/5/-

Grades 2 8d.
6G6
6/- 4/- per doz.
Perfect Reclaimed Tubes. 6 months'
141n.
guarantee, 12In. 17/-.
30/ -. Carr. and
Ins. 7/6.
TV Tubes Completely Rebuilt and
Refaced. 12 months' guarantee. Old glass
not required. 12. 14, 15, 16 and 171n., any
make, special trade price of 23.15.0. Carr.
and Ins. 7/6.
KT36
PL81

24-HOUR SERVICE
íR5, 155, 1T4. 354, 3V4, DAF91, DF91, DK91,
DL92, DL94. SET of 4,18/6.
DAF96. DF96, DK96. DL96, SET of 4. 28/-.
7/íD5
9/6 PCF80
7/- DL35
IRS
7(6
5/11 PCF82
5/8 DL92
185
6/9 PCL82 8/3
9/8 DL94
1T4
6/9 PCL83 10/3/3 DL96
EB91
3/- PCL84 9/9
354
5(11
EBC41
9/8
3V4
7/6 PL36
6/9
5U4G
7/9 PL81
4/6 EBF80
PL82
6/8/8
6
5Y3GT 5/9 EBL21 12/ECC40 13/- PL83
6/8
5Z40
8/6
8/ECC81
4/9 PL84
6AM6
2(9
PY32.
ECC82
5/9
/6K7G
11
1(9
6K8G
6/3 PY80
7/4/9 ECC83
6/8
6Q7G
ECC84
7/3 PY81
5(8
ECC85
6)6V6G
7/8 PY82
4/ECF80
7/3
6V6GT 7/9
7/9 PY83
ECF82
8/3 U25
6X5GT 5/8
11/ECH42
8/9
12K7GT 4(3
7/9 U26
ECL80 5/9 UABC80 6/12K8GT 9/EF40
11/- UAF42 8/12Q7CT 4/8
EF41
12SN7GT 7/3
7/6 UBC41
7/EF80
4/3 UBF80 8135L6GT 8/8/6 UCC85
7/35Z4GT 5/- EF85
EF86
8/6 UCH21 11/8
AZ31
8/9
EF89
6/9 UCH42 7/8
CL33
11 /EF91
DAC32 8/9
2/9 ÚC1381 8/9
EL41
9/- UCL82 9/3
DAF91 4/8
6/3 UCL83 13/DAF98 6/9 EL84
7/3 UF41
8/9
DF33
8/9 EY51
8/9
DF91
7/8 UFS9
3/3 EY86
6/. ÚL41
EZ40
8/DF96
6/9
DH77
7/8 ÚL84
6/6
6/- EZ41
UY21
5/9
10/6
DK32
10/8 EZ80
6/- 11Y41
516
DK91
5/8 EZ81
6/3
DK92
5/8 UY85
8/8 MÚ14
S'6
DK96
7/3 PCC84 8/9 VP4B
9/- Z77
2/9
DL33
7/6 PCC89
Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage In Transit 6d. extra
3/extra.
Any C.O.D. Parcel
Office address, no callers.

150,000

1885 -OVER

SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN

LONDON, E.C.I
Africa: P.O. Box 8417, Jo'burg.
Australia: P.O. Box 4570, Melbourne.
S.
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(Continued from page 40)
the PL8I still glowed red hot. Then, the anode
top cap of the PL81 was disconnected and the
valve then cooled down. The same thing happened
when the anode top cap of the PY81 was
disconnected.
I have checked most of the resistors and
capacitors.-R. S. Hale (Battersea).
The fact that the PL81 glows red hot probably
denotes that there is insufficient drive from V4
reaching V5. Since the line whistle is present, T4
must be in order and V4 must be functioning. You
have checked most components in the circuit and
It all specified are definitely in order, only TC1
is left to check. Note the effect of disconnecting it.

Since the only faults you describe, picture egg shaped and rolling, concern the frame timebase,
there is little point in replacing V15 or reverting
to BBC only. We advise you to check V20 and
V19 (ECL80) and also C74, if necessary.

r

Q U

E R

I

E S

C O U P O N

is available until OCTOBER 19th, 1962, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordante with the
notice on page 39.

This coupon
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REGENTONE 11T
The picture is perfect except for

lin. at top,
where the horizontal lines are more pronounced.
Also after viewing for half an hour, thick horizontal
streaky lines start working down the picture until
about 3in. of the screen is affected. After five
seconds or so, the picture becomes clear again.
This goes on every five minutes or so, until I adjust
the line hold. This fault repeats itself and I'm
continually adjusting the line hold.
McKay
(Paisley).
The frame output valve V10 (ECL80) is cathode biased by a 39012 resistor and 50012F capacitor
from pin 3 to chassis. Check V10 and these bias
components particularly the 500µF capacitor. The
replacement of VIO may also solve the line hold
problem since the line oscillator is the triode
section of VIO. Check if necessary the 150k resistor
(brown-green -yellow) wired to the hold control.

-J.

PHILIPS 146811

The trouble is non-linearity--short legs, tall
heads. This condition leaves a border of about a
quarter of an inch at the bottom of the screen.
-R. Taylor (Cinderford).
On the front right -hand side of the chassis are
two ECL80 valves. Check both of these. If they
are not at fault check the 25012F bias electrolytic
capacitor connected to pin 3 of the right -hand valve
and the 18,000pF to pin 9.
McMICHAEL TM4I7
When the brilliance is turned un, the picture
enlarges and then disappears. With the raster
on alone, and the brilliance half on, the raster is
flashing bright and dark. The top half seems to
be worse than the bottom.
M. T. Irving
(Newbiggin -by -Sea).
Replace the EY51 EHT rectifier and reset the
ion trap magnet for maximum brilliance.

-

FERGUSON 99ST

The screen went blank and so I changed the
EY51 and now I have vision again. However,
the picture is egg- shaped, stretched at the top. I
have changed V15 (EF80) with a tested valve, and

tried adjustments but with no effect. The frame
linearity and picture height controls at the back
of the set are advanced fully clockwise. Also I
tried reverting to BBC only.-G. Chase (Gosport).
Published
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Servicing Data and Modifications
(Continued from page 30)
First set the line hold control to the centre of
its range and then short -circuit the line sync pulses
to the discriminator. This is accomplished by
shorting the wire -ended test point to chassis, it
being located a little below and to the right of the
transformer adjacent to the focusing assembly.
Next unscrew the core of L44 until is is flush
with the end of the transformer and adjust the Cbre
of L43 until the picture is moving neither to the
right nor to the left. It will not lock, of course,
since the sync pulses are shorted, but by careful
adjustment it will be possible to hold the picture
fairly steady. There are two positions of the core
where this effect will occur but the zorrect one is
when the core is furthest out, nearest to the end
of the transformer.
The short at the test point should now be
removed, when the picture will lock, though it may
be displaced to the right or left of the raster. This
can be corrected by reducing the contrast and
increasing the brightness until the blank raster at
each side of the screen can be seen and then
adjusting the core of L44 until there is about Ain.
of blank raster down the right -hand side of the
picture. In order to see the edge of the picture it
may be necessary to dispace it by adjusting the
picture centring control on the focus assembly.
With sets employing flywheel sync a random
sideways movement of the picture is caused by
phase changes in the transmitted sync pulses and
this may at times happen normally from both the
BBC and ITA stations. However, where the effect
is very troublesome due to fading and aircraft
reflections it may be reduced' with slight impairment of the flywheel characteristics by short circuiting the 470k resistor connected to pin 2 of
the D77 discriminator diode V16. This valve is
located directly to the right-hand side of the discriminator transformer and the resistor is located
.

adjacent to the socket of the valve and is accessible
if the chassis is slightly withdrawn from the
cabinet.
(To be continued)

äC

Zealand: GORDON
MÓÚ LIMITED,
aLtdd.SSo
AD
SubscripL'ID. East Africa: EAST AFRICAN
and
eesi
ENTRAL NEWS AG
tion rate including postage for one year Inland £1.&0. Abroad £I.6.6 (Canada £1. 5.0.) Registered at the General Pct Office for the
Canadian Magazine Post.
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RATES: 4/- per line or part
thereof, average live words to line.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Adsertisements must be prepaid

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

and addressed to Advertisement
Manager. "Practical Television"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2.

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in stock now
Carriage up, but prices down.
AW36 -20, 21
AW36 -80
AW43 -80, 88
AW53 -80
Cl2A, Cl2B
CI4BM, FM
C17BM, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM
C21 HM, SM, TM
CME 1402
CMEI702, 1703
CRM91, 92

L5. 2.6
L5. 7.6
£6. 7.6

L7.12.6
L4.12.6
£5. 5.0
L6. 7.6

L6.12.6
£7.17.6
L5. 7.6
L6.12.6
L4.12.6

CRM93

L4. 2.6

CRMI21,2,3,4
CRMI4I,2,3,4

L4.12.6
L5. 7.6
LS.12.6

CRM 152, 153
CRM 171, 2, 3
CRM21 I, 212

£6. 7.6
£7.17.6

MW6 -2
..
MW22 -I6 .................,
MW3I -16, 74 ,
MW36 -24, 44
MW41 -I
MW43 -64, 69
MW53 -20
M W 53.80
T90IA

L5.12.6
L4. 2.6
£4. 2.6
L5. 2.6
L6.12.6
16. 7.6
L7.12.6
L7.12.6
L6.12.6

14KP4A, 141 K
171K, I72K, I73K
6901 A
7201 A, 7203A

L5. 2.6
L6. 7.6

£6.12.6
L5. 2.6
L5. 5.0
7204A
L6. 7.6
7401A
L6.12.6
7405A
All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE

716, via B.R.S.
12'6 via passenger train.
TERMS L2 down balance

or
LI

per month.

for our EQUIVALENT LIST
for types not shown. Almost every
type can be substituted.
Send

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
12ín. 3/18, 3/31 451 -. Others 5716
I4in. CRM141, 2 601- Others 5716
17ín. CRMI71, MW43-69, 43 -64,
751. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

TEILVISION TUBE SHOP
48
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BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
S.W.I I

BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.

SETS & COMPONENTS

TUBES -AERIALS- VALVES
Regunned tubes, guaranteed one year,
full range of aerials and fittings. I.T.V.
boosters, valves, brayhead tuners. TV sets,
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co -axial cables and house wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligation. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers.
S.A.E. for Catalogue.

G. A. STRANGE

BROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXHALL,
Nr. Chippenham, Kilts. Tel. Marshfield 236
" HEATHK ITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., 138 Lewisham Way,
SE14. TID 6666.

TELEVISION TUBES
TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
etc.
.. .. .. £3.0.0
CRM 121 etc.
.. .. .. £4.0.0
MW 36-24 etc.
.. .. .. £5.0.0
CRM 141 etc.
.. ..
. £5.5.0
CRM 152 etc.
.. ..
.. £5.10.0
MW 41 -1 etc.
..
.. .. £6.0.0
..
MW 43 -69 etc.
..
£6.0.0
..
C 19AH etc.
..
.. .. £7.10.0
211n. AW 53-68 etc.
..
.. .. 67.10.0
231n. 23 SP4 etc.
..
69.0.0
and ALL other types available.
Deposit £2 and £1 monthly carriage 12/6.
ALL orders despatched British Railways
Passenger
NEW 17ín. 625 line 110 Chassis. Ferguson
export model 6400. Complete with valves,
data sheet, circuit, diagram...
.. £15.0.0
171n. AW 93 -88 to suit 6400
..
.. £6.0.0
CATHODE RAY TUBE SERVICE
ST
PAUL'S CRAY,
35 Broomwood Rd.
121n. MW 31 -74

12ín.
14ín.
14ín.
15in.
16ín.
17ín.
19in.

Kent.

Orpington 21285

1

NEW VALVES,

6

months guarantee

EF80, PY8I /2, 4/11; ECM,
EY51, EY86, PL84, 719; PCF80, PCC84, PL81,
PL83, 813; U.25/U.26, PY32, PCL82, gill;
U801, 6CD6G, 30L15, R19, SOCD6G, 191 -.

ECC81/2/3,

P.
3

BEARMAN

PANK AVENUE, NEW BARNET
HERTS.
Tel: Bar 1934

The K.E.

-

rebuilt tube
your Scottish

Re-gunner

months guarantee
allowance on old tube
17ín.
67.10.0 Free transit andinsurance
21ín.
Cash or cheque with order or C.O.D.
Top quality coaxial cable 9d. per yd. or
£2.105. per 100 yards. Aerial clamps lin. x
lin. 3/6 each. plus post and packing 1/ -.
2ín. x 2ín. 5/6 each, plus post and packing 1/-.
(1 doz. or more postage free)
12 -14ía. £4.17.61 12

65.10.0 }10 /JJJ

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

FOUntainbridge 3936

H. KINNEAR ENTERPRISES LTD.
25 St. Peter's Place, Edinburgh 3

www.americanradiohistory.com

DON'T READ THIS
unless you repair Radio and TV sets. Halve
the cost of repairs by using our surplus or
reclaimed Valves and Tubes. Most comprehensive selection at keenest prices. All
valves re- tested before despatch and guaranteed to be in good working order.
5U4
4/6 20L1
4/- KT36
4/
4/. KT33C 2/6
6A7
20P1
7/6
6A6
6/- KT81
6/6/- 20P3
6AQ5
4/6/- 25L6
8/- KTW61
6AT6
4/- LN162
4/4/- 25Z4
6AU6
4/- 27SU
10/- MU32
5/6Bg7A 7/8 30C1
N37
4/84
6BG6
4/4Ì12/6 30F5
PCF80
4/6C5
4/8 30L1
4/301,4
PCL82
6CH6
4/61101PCL83
6F1
4/4/2/- 30P12
6F14
PEN45
4/4/- 30P16
6/PL33
6E15
4/2/8
4/- 30PLI
PL38
6E33
4/6 35L6
8/10/6J5
4/4/6 5005
4/8 PL81
PL82
6J6
4/- 80
5/4/6J7
4/4/- 185BT 10/- PL83
PY31
61(8
4/4/6/- 536
6K25
6/- DDT4
4/5/- PY80
6L1
4/- DI-163
4/6 PY81
4/PY82
6L6
4/6/- E88CC
5/6L18
4/- EAC91
2/6 PZ30
4/TDD4
6L19
5/7/8 EBC33
4/61'25
4/4/- EBC91
6SJ7
U24
7/6
4/- EBF80 4/6SK7
4/- ECC81
2/8 U2.5
10/4/6SL7
4/- ECC82
4/- U31
6SN7
4/4/2/8 ECC83
7/6
6T8
5/- 0191
8/- ECC85
0281
4/6U4
516/- ECC88
6V6
4/- 11282
10/4/8 ECC91
7AN7
ECF80
5/- U301
10/4/ECF82
737
5/- 0403
G/5/ECH35
7C5
4/5/8/- UAF42
7S7
8/- UBC41
8/7/6 ECH42
ECL80
10C2
8/4/- UBL21 12/6
EF9
UCH21
2/6
10F1
'7/6
12/8
EF39
10P13
2/6 UCH42
6/4/EF80
10P14
3/4/2/- UF42
2/- UL41
12AT7
4/2/8 EF91
EF92
12AU7
4/4/4/- UL44
4/EK32
UL46
12AX7
7/6
8/EL33
UR1C
12BH7
4/4/7/6
EL38
12BY7
4/4/UU7
7/6
12E1
12E8
12SK7
12SN7
20D1

6/8/4/6
4/-

EL41

EL42
EL81
EL90
FC4

6/7/8
6/8/5/-

UU8
Z66
Z77

ZD152

10/4/2/6/-

Most pre -war 4, 5. 7, 8 and 9 pin valves.
British. American. Continental. 5/- each.
Postage and packing (all valves) 6d. each,
Orders over 61.0.0 post free.
Red spot 2/6.
NEW TRANSISTORS.
0C45, 0072, OC76 7/6. OC201 (silicon) 17/6.
SPEAKERS: ein, 5/ -, 7 x 4m. 7/6, p. & p. 2/-.
LINE OUTPUT TRS, from 20/ -. Many
types.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL. 2 lbs. assorted parts from TV sets. Resistors, conden-

sers, potentiometers, electrolytícs, valve
holders, etc., etc., 7/8. P. & P. 2/6.
VALVE PARCEL. 12 valves all different
as taken out of TVs. Ideal for spares, testing. etc. 8/6. Postage 1/6.
Before you decide to purchase anything
send a S.A.E. for our complete FREE list
of 1,000 valves, and terms of business.
You will be amazed at our prices. All letters
S.A.E. for reply please.
"St. John's Radio," Mail Order Dept..
3 Jews Row. London S.W.18 Phone: VAN 8822

" LITON" PHOTOELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL

10 Interesting PHOTOELECTRIC PROJECTS, fully described with building plans
and circuit diagrams which can be easily
made by amateurs from standard components. Hints on the use of photocells and
phototransistors. A mine of practical
information for the experimenter. All units
available, ready built or in kit form.
1. Battery burglar alarm, Kit 85/ -.
2. Mains burglar alarm.
3. Light saver.
4. Customer announcer.
5. Simple garage door opener.
6. Photoelectric counter.
Built 65.10.0.
Price (2 -6) Kit £4.12.6.
7. Long range Infra -red mains alarm.
8. MIRA" Miniature infra-red battery
alarm. Total consumption 0.2 watt.
9. Motorised garage door opener.
10. Door opener with electronic lock.
If you are interested in electronics or
electro- mechanical gadgets send 1/- stamp
for this 24 -page, profoundly illustrated
publication to:
"ST. JOHN'S RADIO,' 3 Jews Row.

London SW18,

Phone: VAN8813

October, 1962
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MOTORS
B.S.R. MONARCH

SETS & COMPONENTS
(cuatznued)
NEW AND SURPLUS VALVES,

fully

guaranteed from 3/6 each. Also transistor Portable Radio Kits. We are
specialists. S.A.E. for lists Many
46
bargains.
LEWIS,
Woodford
Avenue, Gants Hill. Ilford. Essex.
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TELEVISION

TECHNICIANS

III OUTPUT

TRANSFORMERS

TV SPARES

TAPE -RECORDER

ITC

(OILS

SCAN

LABORATORY TESTED
ALBA: T301, T'304, T394, T484, T494,

and

128, THG12A,

MOTORS

Price
Monarch Tape -Deck
TD2 Complete
Assembly .. 4A S/

Motor for Monarch
Record Changer

TU8

..

..

44/'

Motor for Monarch
Record Changer

44/

Motor for Monarch
Record Changer
UÁ12 & UA14

44/

Motor for Monarch
Record Changer UA7,
UA6, UA5,

40/

HF100, GU4A
All Motors

P.

&

P. 3/6 extra

ALL SPARES AVAILABLE
Any Motor Supplied

WYNDSOR

TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION

Albans
Herts.

St.

Rd.,

Barnet

BAR 1769

TVe9 with EY31

TU209, 1-248, TC267, all 55' -.
Ferranti T1001, T1002-5, etc., 55'..
Murphy V240/250, 62/6; V270 11.80, 7716.
Pye VT4, VT7, V14, & Pam 906 -53, 50' -.
H.M.V. 1840 -9, 2805 -5902, on,y 60/ -.
Ferranti 1413/4/5/6, 45' -. 14T2, 6216.
Bush TV53, 79'6; TV24C, TV80, etc. 139'6.
Philips I768U, 92/6; 1114 -5, 1437 -46, 89/6.
Decca DM14, DM3C, 65' -; D17, D14, 65/,
Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409 -12, etc., 751-.
Alba 1301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 42/6.
Cossor 930-8, 58/6; Ferg. 992-8, 62/6.
Baird P2014/7, P2114/7, 59'6, etc.
L.O.P.T.'s. For ANY MAKE and MODEL
supplied. USED trans., often available ask
for quote . SCAN COILS.
Ekco T221, T231, etc. 55' -. Pye VT4 -7, 50'.
110 deg. Conversion Kits only 125' -.
Including L.O.P.T., F.O.P.T., Scan Coils.

ami F, 939 and A and F
943T, 940.946, 945, 9458

DECCA: 1117 and s:
..
..
UM?, 1.1.112í;, 11M3, 10M4 /C
1)51,5, IiM14, ÚM17, 444, 533
-.
,.
DEFIANT: T141453, T81753
DYNATRON:
ERGO:
Ta93, TC8102, T8105, T8114,
'rl'c1.24, TC138, T8188, T8193
THC139, TC140, T141, TV142
-,
TI61, TC162, T164, T165, etc. ,

Tt. 2.08, TV209, T731, T22I,
T343, T283, T284, T293, etc.

..

203'r -2411T
300T, 3081'

BT4 74:1
BT4643, ßT5147, 81-3246-48
BT3348- 131'3643R inclusive

3/6.

TELEVISION

CONSUMER
SERVICES LTD.
112 Camberwell Road, S.E.5

..
.,

1824 and A to 18:11 inclue'ive
1840, 1841, 1842-1848
..
..
All models available.

INVlCTA: TIle, Tug, TI20 ..
All other modela sr: :llable-

E4.

TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY
C.O.D.

..

R.M.V.;

Pre Set Controls, all values. 4'- ea.
Mains Trans. 250-0-250. 6.3V., 5V., 39'6.
C.R.T. Isolation and Boost Trans., IS'-.
714 Elliptical Speakers, only 7/6 ea.
Auto Trans, 50W, 30'-. IOOW, S0' -. 150W,

We can supply any small part please let us
know your requirements.
Callers welcome.
Open all day Saturday.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.O. Post and Pack.,

..

.

..

44/88/6

64/-

109/ -

61/e
68/6
68/8

74/74/6816

64/-

78/6
78/6

58/6
86/6
60/6
88/8
68/8
8/ 8

...,6
.. 04/-

FERRANTI: 14T3, 14T3F, l'3TA ..
17E3 and F, 17T3 sad F
,. ..
17E4 and F, 178E4 sad F
1714 and F
.. .,
14T5, 178E5, 17E5
,
S.E.C.: 11T1151, BT1252, BT1740, ßT1748,

619.

S/ -.

T231F,

FERGUSON: 1531, 103T, 113T, 135T, 145T
941T -953T inclusive
,,.
991T -997T Incluelve

1

ControLlnstrument Knobs, I/- to

.

COSSOR: 930 and T931, 933 -4-5, 037, 938A,

TV & RADIO PARTS
Ceramics all values, 9d. to I ld. each.
High Voltage Pulse Ceramics, 116 ea.
Silver Mica Capacitors all values, IL.
Carbon Resistors, 4W., Sd. ea. W 7d. ea.
Wire Wounds, 15 ohm to 8.2K V- ea.
Mains Dropper Resistors, all makes, 716.
Volume Controls Midget, 4'6, with SW,

Component Storage Drawers, 13'6 doz.

Enquiries S.A.E. P.P. 3/6

T36, TV3ü, TVU36, TV36C, TVG36C,
TV43
.
.
.
.
TV33, TV56, TV57, TVA, TV62, TV83,

C.O.D.
Ekco 1-221, 231, 311, 284, 330, 283, TC208,

EL84. Sound O.P. Trans, SO' -. (scr. Taps),
Any Match Sound O.P. Trans., 151- ea.
Miniature Sound O.P. Trans. (DL94) 7'6.
Transistor Trans., ask List, 9'6 to 17/6.
Microphone Trans. 65 to I. Screened 49/6.
465 Kes. I.F. Trans. 2.5in. X I, 25in. 25'- pr.
Midget version above, 465kcs, 25'. pair.
Midget 10.7 Mcs. I.F. Trans., II,- ea.
Smoothing Chokes, IC, 20, 40, H.. 211,
Ion Traps to suit any Tube, 5'- each.
Silicon Rectifiers. 250V., 35Gma., 25' -.
Vibrators, 6 volt, 12 volt, 39'6, 4 Pinas.
Vibrator Trans, 275-0-275, 6/12, 37/6.
Motor Supp. Capacitors, 5 /1.0 51.
Cut -Lead Supp. Fit. any car, 2'9 ea.
W:.vechange Switches, 4P. 3W, etc., 6'3.
Dolly Switches, D.P.D.T., etc., 5/6 ea.
Glass Fuses, 5, }, lin., If. 4/9 dozen.
Valveholders, any type (low L), 1/6.
Above Screened, 87G, B9A, IS'- per } doz.
Crocodile Clips, Min, /Stan. 7'6 doz.
Silicone Grease, 13/6 per Tube, 2 oz.
Electroiube, 3916 Bottle, I6/6 Tube.

46/6

1211

'r\'32, 'l'V33, TVU34, TVO34A,

'l'V1126.

TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY

RECORD PLAYER

etc..

BUSH: T'V11A, 118, 12A, 12B, TV 1112A,.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

..

..

and
-

..
..

47/6
47/6

47/6.
47/8.
4716

48/6
88/6
48/8
68/8

68/8

66/8

64/-

H -B,: LFT30, LVT50, 1.FT6u, 111760
All models available.
MARCONI: All models available.
MASTERADIO: Most models is st.k.
MOMICHAEL: Most modela hí stuck.
MURPHY: V200, V2u2c

..

66/-

..
..

..
..

74l-

106/6

V240, \250
PETO SCOTT. PRILCO: Most models lo stock.
PAM: 905, 909, 952, os::, 938
64/..
FH1L1P6: 176nr, 2I l t!
104/ -

llnoV,

l'LUSV

122UU,
I1
Mus

PILOT:
PTE:

1

..
.,

1233\'

3 : 15 V ,
.

1141 :91, 1171:
l

'

144)iÌ

,

m,t:u,

b:

,Luck.

mode, ils (O.L
F7, FNCUL

V4, V'L4, V7,

ß'l'7

VI, Ft
íl5171', CTM17F, CW17

1.I30,

,.

..
..

eta'

Most models in stock.
RAYMOND: Most models la stock,
REGENTONE: All models available.
R.O.D,: 6017T, 7017, C54, etc.
..
Most models in stock.
..
'OBELL: Toll T346
Most models In stock.
STELLA: 8T57.21Ú
..
..
..
..
ST8617U, ST8621U
8T'917U
..
..
8'r6414-', 8T0417U
.. ..

..
.,
,.

64í54/-

88/6
68/6

..
,.

58/6

..

104/-

-.
..

ST8314U
.
ULTRA: 86 series. 185 serles,with 1125, etc.,

completo

74/-

74/-

I

Wok;. CWner', CW17F,

741 -

64/104/ -

104/-

74/74/-

78/6

Most models. in stock.

64/VIDOR: 13N4317-CN4231 inclusive
C.W.Ó. Only
POW and Parkin 3/6.
Also: Used O.P. Tss., Scan Coils, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 80 DAYS
All enquiries S.A.E,)

WYNDSOR

TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION
ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HER (S.

RODney 7917

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON
A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE
TESTER

I

AC/?

2/6
B36
2/8
B329
4/Dt
2/6
D63
2/8
D77
2/6
DAF91 4/DD4
D1)41

2I8
2/8

1)1)L4

2/6
4/4/4/-

DF91
DH77
DK91
EA50

E234
EB41
EB1J33

EBC41
ECC33
EC1.34

EC08L
ECC`82

ECL80

F50

EF80
EF91
KT33C
KT61
KTZ41
1.63

N308
N329
N339
N363
N379
P41
P61
PCCS4
PCF80
FCL82
PCL83
PEN45
PEN46
FL33
PLO].

PL82
PL83
PL94
PY31

1/3
1/3
1/3

2/6
4/2/6
2/8
4/4/4/1/3
2/8
1/3
1/3
2/8
2/6
2/6
4/4141-

4/4/2/6

2/e
5/5/4/5/2/6
2/6
4/5/4/4/4/-

4/.

PYSL

4/-

FZ30
SP41

2/6
1/3

5842
SP61
U31

1251
1J329

UF42

VP4
W77
Z63
7.64
7.77
'/.90

Z719

4TPB
6A1,5
GAMS

6BW7
GBX6

2/6
1/3
4/4/4/2/6
4/2/8
2/6
2/6
1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/8
1/3
4/2/6

6U6
GD6

41-

6E13
833
637
6P25
6P28

1/3
2/6
2/8

6812

81)3

4/1/3

2/8

10F1
10P13
10e14
12BH7
2082
20F1
20P3
20P5
251.6

3001
30015
301.1

2/6
4/4/2/6
4/4/2/8
4/41-

2/8
5/6/-

3d.

5/. doe.
9d. each

RESISTORS
Card of 1W Resistors, 72 valves
covering complete 10% range.

24/- per card.
Full range of separate 'testators,
Condensers, etc.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
3-50pí concentric trimmers 3/. doz.

BRAND NEW adjustable Steel shelving. 73in. high by 34/n. wide by 12in.
deep, stove enamelled dark green.
Sent unassembled. Six shelf bay
£31151 -. Sample delivered free. Quantity discounts. N. C. BROWN LTD.,
Eagle Steelworks, Heywood, Lanes.
TeL: 69018.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS -CONTACT COOLED
14RÁ1282 (F0101) type 250 v., 250 mA, 13/8;
1412/,1283 (FC31) type 250 v., 300 mA. 17/6;
350 mA, 19/8; EC1 13/

SPECIAL OFFER

12ín. O.E.C. 7102
, 10/- ea.
Personal Callen Only

,

RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES
Equivs. for 1t9í4 200 v., 250 mA, 13/6; P.MS
250 v., 300 mA, 17/6; 141,999 400 mA, 18/6;
14.486 18/8; 141,97 19 /-; 14A100 22/8; 14A124
19/6; LW7 17/8; LW15 20/ -; EK6 20 /-,

INCRE-

MENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS
LESS VALVES. EX- RECEIVERS
12/8.

We can often supply for the
actual set you want the tuner to
fit. But cannot guarantee what
channels are fitted.

MULTIMETERS

Heavy Duty Output Transformera. 6 ratios from 13 : 1
to

43:1

CABE M1, 13 ranges, 62.14.0; A10, Id ranges,
24.17.8; B20, 20 rangea, 68.10.0; 20O H,
20,000 ohms per volt, 08.19.6.
Stamped envelope for full details and
bargain offers.
Under El P. 6 P. 6d., over El Post Free.
C.O.D. 2/6.

12/6 ea.

,.

DURHAM SUPPLIES

25/-ea.
Miniature Output Trans... 3 /9ea.
Standard Output Trans.

formers, Multi-match

Transistor Driver:

O5 : 1

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
Standard 465 kola .. 12/6 per Pair

,.

18/- per pair

AUTO TRANSFORMERS

250W
100W
50W ..

.-

.,

TRANSISTORISED

FINDER

87/8 ea.
27/6 ea.
20/- ea.
FAULT

Enables faults to be located
quickly. Consists of a twotransistor, multi-vibrator lu a boo.
Complete with battery.
32/8
CRYSTALS

GENUINE BULLARD. Boxed.
01,5
6/OASI
3/-

0A70
0.479

3/3/-

OAS3
OA91

3/3/6

TRANSISTORS
OC16W 48/0075

0/-

0C'19

00.16
0C44

4W-

25/11/10/8/8
8/8

0072
8/0076
0078
8/0081
8/0082 18/.
00170 17/8

6/-

çg

TERMS, C.W.O. or
C.O.D.
Orde n under £1, P. A P. 1/3,
Open till 11 p.m. most days.

4/- V
stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue
Dept. PTA

Arion Television
Maxted Road, S.E.IS

Road,

Bradford

8,

Yorkshire

WANTED

1 -1

Microphone Transformera,

Midget 465 ke/a

175 Durham

. 10 / -ea.

CT 10 / -ea.
3.6.1 CT 12 /6ea.
Traneletor Output: 6.6-1 CT 10 / -ea.
9.2.1 CT 10 /-ea.

ratio

54

FROM

TRANSFORMERS
CRT Boost Transformera.
2V, 4V, 6V, 10V, 13V
State which required.

1.

all makes, from
£3 working. 10/- not. Callers only.
9 till 6, including Sats.
39 Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London.

GRO CRT'S (SALVAGED)

35 M /cs, 16 M /ce, 10 M/es

SERVICE SHEETS

1,000 TELEVISIONS,

0045
0070
0071

30PL1 4/30PL13 4/32
2/8
42
43
907

,-

Noval

218
113

906

VALVE HOLDERS

American Octal

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street,

Bradford

EXAMPLES
FULL CATALOGUE 9d.

NEWX

7152

October, 1962

WANTED: NEW VALVES and Transistors. any quantity. S. N. WILLETS,
43 Spon Lane. West Bromwich, Staffs.
Tel.: WES 2392.

WHY

TOLERATE DELAY when we

can supply your Radio or TV Service
Sheet by return of post at 4/- each,
plus postage. List 1/ -. Also Manuals
for sale and hire List 1 / -. S.A.E.,
with inquiries please. Mall orders
only to S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44
Old Bond Street. London, Wl.
SERVICE SHEETS (30.0001, 31- each

with S.A.E. DARWIN.
Street, St. Helens, Lancs.

19

George

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV. 5.000
models. List 1/-. S.A.E. enquiries:

TELRAY,

11

Maudland Bk., Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television

-

Prices from I/-.
Free fault- finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6000 models. 1/6.
1930 -1962.

offer of 125 Radio /TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 20/..

Special

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV
List 1 /-. All orders dispatched on day received. Also Manuals
for sale and hire. List 1/ -. S.A.E.
please. SULTAN RADIO, Pantiles
Chambers, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

4/- each.

FAULTFINDER FILES, showing common faults that each receiver Ls

prone to and other useful servicing
information. 2/- each. List 9d., plus
postage.
Mail orders only. S.P.
DISTRIBUTORS. 44 Old Bond Street,
London Wl.
TV

for your

SERVICE SHEETS with Free
advice, 3/e each. ADAMS, 79 Birmingham St.. Halesowen, Birmingham.

NEW VALVES WANTED EY5I, ECL80.

SERVICE SHEETS: also Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Rd., London W8. Phone:
SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station.

PLIES, 175 Durham Road. Bradford
8, Yorks.

GENUINE SERVICE SHEETS, Radio/
TV /T. Recorders. S.A.E. please to:
REDWATT TUBE DISTRIBUTORS,

A

PROMPT CASH OFFER

surplus brand new Valves and Transistors.
R.H.S., Beverley House,
Mannville Terrace. Bradford 7.
PCC84. PCF80, PCL93, PL81. PCL82,
PY81. R19. U801. 30P4. etc. Best cash
prices by return. DURHAM SUP-

VALVES WANTED
IMMEDIATE CASH
SETTLEMENT
Must be new
Phone, write or call

-

RADIO FACILITIES, LTD.
38 Chalcot Road, London, NWI

41

Denmark St.. Wakefield, Yorks.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
FIND TV SET TROUBLES in minutes
from that great book "The Principles
of TV Receiver Servicing ", 10/O all
book houses and radio wholesalers.
If not in stock from: Secretary,
I.RR.E.. 20 Fairfield Rd., London NO.

PRimrose 9090
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

AERIALS

SCREENED FROM GOOD TV ...t
Then share a hill-sited aerial with your
neighbours!
LEARN ALL ABOUT

Do -it- Yourself

SHARED AERIALS

TV AERIALS

COMMUNAL AERIALS and
COAXIAL RELAY PRACTICE

guaranteed complete with instructions.
B.B.C. Normal 441Fringe 591 i.T.V.
36754fV.H.F. radio aerials 34/.. "
State Channel Required -Post free c.w.o.
Price list, masts, brackets etc. s.a.e.

T.M.S., 8 Seymour Street, Cambridge

www.americanradiohistory.com

A brand new book -only 8/6
Money refunded if not satisfied
from GORDON J. KING
KINGSFORD, SOUTH FURZEHAM RD
BRIXHAM Devon.
Tel. Brixham 2304

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

October, 1962

MISCELLANEOUS

EDUCATIONAL

MUSIC and
Musical Accessories.
wanted.
Catalogue
Agents
1 /.
DARWINS. 19 George Street, St.
Helens, Lancs.

AND WHY " of Radio and
Electronics made easy by a new non maths practical way. Postal instructions based on hosts of experiments
and equipment building carried out
at home. New courses bring enjoyment as well as knowledge of this
fascinating subject. Free brochure
Dept
12.
RADIOP.T.
from:

SITUATIONS VACANT
UNITED KINGDOM
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
ATOMIC ENERGY
ESTABLISHMENT. WINFRITH

Electronic Instrument
A.E.E.

Mechanics

Winfrith require experienced men

HOW

STRUCTOR. Reading.

THE INCORPORATED Practitioners
in Radio and Electronics (I.P.R.E.I
Ltd.. Membership Conditions booklet
1/ -. sample copy of I.P.R.E. Officia'
Journal 2/- post free. Secretary, 20
Fairfield Road, London N8.

with knowledge of electronic equipment
and /or industrial instrumentation for fault
diagnosis, repair and calibration of a wide
range of instruments used in nuclear
reactors and associated experiments.
Men with Services, Industrial or Commercial backgrounds of radar, radio, television, industrial or aircraft instruments
are invited to write for further information.
Training in Specialised Techniques is provided for successful applicants having
suitable background.
Married men living beyond daily travel ling distances may be eligible for housing
and this will be determined at time of
interview. A lodging allowance is payable
whilst waiting for housing. Working conditions are good and include sick pay and
pension schemes.
Application forms may be obtained by
sending a post card quoting your name,
address and the reference EL /INST /NAT to
THE LABOUR DEPARTMENT,
A.E.E., Winfrith, DORCHESTER, Dorset.

47

T.M.K.
TEST METERS
A fine selection of testmeters
to suit every constructor, A
MUST for every T.V. Engineer
and Serviceman

MODEL

TP- I0.Reads
A.C. & D.C.
Volts up to
1,000;
D.C.
Current to

500mA; Rerepairing Radio and
TV Pei, ae a lob or se
spare time business. Oar
practicai course will show
you the way. No previene
required.
la
experience

sistance to 1
Meg: Capacitance
to
1µF; Decibels
Irom
-20 to +36;
Output jack
Audio
for

SEND FOR

ment,. Size

By

FREE

Measure311n. x

BOOK

TODAY!

O.P.V.
MODEL
FP-5S,
20,000

Reads

1.000; D.C. at

ohms
per volt and
A.C. at 10,000
20,000

READING, BERES

o.p.v.: D.C.
Current to
500mA; Resistance to
10
Megs.;
Capacitance
to
0.1µF;
Decibels
rom
-20
tu +38. Size

3á1n.

SKILLED
ELECTRONIC WIREMEN

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Write or telephone

The Personnel Officer,

DAWE INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
Western Avenue,
Acton, W.3.

www.americanradiohistory.com

x

30.000 O.P.V.

M

0I) E L

500. Volts to
1.000;
D.C.
at
30.000

GROUP LEADERS in its Wiring & Assembly Section.
The selected applicants will be engaged on work which is
both varied and interesting requiring the use of individual initiative.

2.

xbtln.

It ln. £5.18.6.

as

IN ADDITION WE CAN OFFER:
Good Rates of Pay.
A staff Canteen.
Modern Working Conditions.
Sickness and Pension Schemes.
Free Overalls.
Free Tea.
Medical Services.
Free Travel Facilities from the Brentford and
Southall areas.

vol-

tage up -to

RADIOSTRUCTOR
Dept. 078

51n.x

111n.£6.10.6.

A well known Company manufacturing ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTS for SCIENCE and INDUSTRY, require

I.

O.I'.V,

2080

U.P.V., A.C.

at 20,000; 12
Amps D.C.
current; 00
Megs Resistance; -20
to +68 Dbs;

Internal
buzzer short

circuit
warning.

Size 3',, in. x
b' , in. x 2í1n
£6.18.6.

Please add 2/8 postage to each of the
above. All new stock with leads, prods
and internal batteries.
8 months
guarantee. backed by full service
facilities.
Further details sent on
req uest.

SPECIAL OFFER AV(,) MODEL 7
Limited number of reconditioned
AVO METERS MODEL 7. Complete
with leads and Internal batteries
£11 each. P. & P. 5/ -. Or with solid
leather carrying case. HO. P. & P.

HARRIS

ELECTRONICS

(LONDON) LTD.
138

TEST METER DIVISION
Gray's Inn 1to:u1, Landon, R'.( i.
Phone 'l'ermluu, 7037

PRACTICAL
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LAST SIX WEEKS! Prices Slashed !
MAKER'S SURPLUS
BARGAINS

Rebuilding
Clearance Sale

COMPONENT

%VIDE ANGLE 38 m.m.

BUILD THE

"REALISTIC"

at 42 Tottenham Court Rd., W.1

Seven

OUTSTANDING BARGAINS IN RADIO
AND T.V. RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS,
ACCESSORIES,
TAPE
RECORDERS,
MICROPHONES, VALVES, C.R.T.'s and
INNUMERABLE ODDMENTS. FOR THE

EXPERIMENTER,

Line E.H.T. Trans. Ferrox9-16kV
12/0
Scanning Coils
12/6
Frame Output Transformer
5/Frame or line block ose
Transformer
3/6
Focus Magnets Ferrox -core
7/6
P.M. Focus Magnets. ironcored
6/8
Duomag Focallsers
8/6
300 m/a Smoothing Chokes
7/6

REMOTE CONTROL UNITS
Comprising On/Off switch. Brightness and Volume controls. Controls
are recessed into smart grey plastic

case.

HOME CONSTRUCTOR, etc.
CALL EARLY. Your last chance to find
the bargain you have been looking for.

finest receiver at present
available for home construction.
Fully tunable long and medium
wavebands.
Uses 7 Mullard Transistors, 0C44,
2 0C45's, 0071. 00810 and 2 0081's.
plus Crystal Diode 0A70.
The

LAST

STAR FEATURES * **
* 7 Transistor Superhet. * 350
Milliwatt output into 4 -inch flux
speaker. * All components mounted on a single printed circuit
board, size 58 ins., in one complete
assembly. * Plastic cabinet, size
7 x 10 x 31in. * Socket for car aerial.
* F. 470 kc /s. * Ferrite Rod
aerial. * Operates from PP9 battery.* Full data supplied with each
-4teceiver. * All coils and I.F.'s,
-etc., ready wound.
Price of all parts and battery
18.19.6. P. & P. 4/6 (all parts sold
separately). Instructions 2/6 (refunded if you purchase parcel).

for list.
FERRANTI 17in. type TR17/10,

LINE TV l'IIASSIS,
£13.19.6. Carr. 17/6.

As previously advertised,

62.2.0.

LASKY'S PRICE 14/11. LESS

THAN HALF PRICE.

Six Section Telescopic Aerial
271n. open. fin. projection when
closed. chrome plated, strongly
made. Ideal for transistor portables
remote control models. Today's
value 17/6. Lasky's Price 7 /11.

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.
PADdinplon 3271/2,
MUSeimi 2605
BOTH OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
Early Closing Thurs.
Mail Orders to Dept. PT., Edgware Road.
I

_

SAME DAY SEIS (VICE
VALVES

SETS
IA2
11/6
1A7GT 11/1D5

IHSGT
1N5GT
1R5

164

1S5
1T4

lU5

3A5
3Q4
3S4

3V4

5U4G
5V4G
6Y3GT
5Z4G

6AL5

BANG

6AQ5

6AT6
6BA6
6BE6
6BH8

6BJ8

6BR7
6BW6
6CD6G
6F1
6F6G
6F13
6F14
6F23

627G

6K7GT
6K8G
6K8GT
6L18

7/6
9/9/6/8/5/3
3/8
5/9
9/7/
6/7/4/8
8/9
8/9/3/9
3/6
6/6/5/9
5/9
5/9
5/9
9/6
8/27/3
10/6/6
10/10/10/1/11
5/5/9/.

iNS,

125,

1T4, DK93V44,D

8/7/8/12/6/6Q7G
6Q7GT
8/6SL7GT 5/9
6SN7GT 4/9
6U4GT 9/9
6V6G
4/6
6V6GT
8/6X4
4/6
6X5GT 5/6
9/7B6
7B7
7/6
7C5
7/6
7C6
7/6
7H7
7/6
7S7
9/10C2
16/6
12AT6
7/5/12AT7
6LD20
6P1
6P25
6P28

12AÚ7

®/3

4/9
9/6
4/9
7/6
12Z3
10/6
17/20F2
20L1
16/20P3
15/20/20P5
15/9
25A60
8/25L6GT 7/12K7GT
12K8GT
12Q7GT
12SN7GT

P4

NEW

!

11/14/8
35A5
15/9
35L6GT 8/3
35Z4G P 5/8
35Z5GT 8/3
30PL13 12/3

85A2
AZ31
B36
CL33
CY31

9/8/6
9/8
7/8

12/3
10/DAC32
9/DAF91 5/3
DAF96 ^/8
DCC90
9/DF33
9/DF91
3/8
DF96
7/6
DH76
4/9
DH77
8/DH81
9/DK32
11/DK92
7/8
DK96
7/6
DL33
8/9/6
DL35
DL92
6/DL94
7/DL96
7/8
EABC80 5/8

EAF42
EB91
EBC33
EBC41

TESTED!

8/6
3/9
5/8/8/-

EBF89 8/9
EBL21 13/8
ECC40 13/8
ECC81
5/ECC82
6/3
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85

7/-

8/3
7/9
7/9

ECF80
ECF82
818
ECH35
7/3
ECH42
8/9
ECH81
7/9
ECH83
8/6
ECL80 7/6
ECL82
g/ECL86 15/4/g
EF39
EF40
lll8
EF41
7/9
EF42
8/9
EF80
4/9
EF85
B/8
EF88
OIEF91
EF92
EL33
EL41
EL42
EL81

EL84
EM34
EM80
EM81
EM84
EY51
EY96

g%g

3/9
9/6
9/6
9/12/8/8
7/3
8/8/8
9/8
7/8
7/9

READERS
1iC áLADIO
COLBERG
STAMFORD HILL
7110/

24

LONDON, N.16

GUARANTEED
Set

F91, DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94.-

39L15
30P19

50L6GT

y

ti
cable.
in grey

Listed at

heater.

6.3 v., 0.3 amp,
15.19.6. Carr. & Ins., 12/6.

625

a
m u l
w

WEEKS!

SIX

NEW C.R. TUBES
All sizes in stock at lowest prices. 17in, from 79/6.
Send
New and unused

with 15
feet of 7

PLACE,

STA. 4587

6/9
7/6
8/3
g/8

EZ40
EZ41
EZBO

EZ81
KT33C
IZT41

T44
KT61
KT63

Ñíß14
PC95
PC97
PCC84
PCC89
pCF80
PGF82
PCF86
PCL82
pCL83
PCL84
PCL35

7/-

11/8
5/9
9/8
8/8
718

l0l101-

7/6
9/3
7/9
8/-

141-

9/

10/8
10!10/8
PENA4 11/pEN36C 8/11/8
PL81
9/6
PL82
PL83
7/8
PL84
PX4
PX25
PY32
PY80
PY81
PY82
PY83

822
U25
U26

::8/.,,,,,,--..

74/6.

8/8
7I9

7/3
12/9/3

44

U47
U50
U52
U78
U391
U281
U291
U301
U801

!

21966

12/

EDITION

AMATEUR'S
RADIO
HANDBOOK
0) 361-

by The A.R.R.L.

Post 2/6

6/

4/6
4/6
14/8
17/16/6
J7/211UABC80 6/6
UAF42 8/3
UB41
8/8
UBC41
7/8
UBF80 8/3
UBF69
8/UCC84 13/3
UCC85
7/6
UCF80 14/6
UCH21 13/6
UCH42
8/UCH81
8/9
UCL82
9/9
UCL83 13/3
UF41
UF89
UL41
UL84
URIC

1962

7/8

7/8/8/6
8/UY21'
11/UY41
8/8
UY85
8/g
VP43
9/6
VP41
b/VP3321 18/8
1V76
4/9
P777
3/9
Z77
3/6

Post

6d.

Any

Parclrainsured

Damage in
AgTiáñsitsá
Any C.O.=
3/eaParcel

www.americanradiohistory.com

PIN POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10
MINUTES. A Coyne Pub: 3116..

Postage li -.
BASIC TV COURSE by G. Kravitz,
32, -. Postage /..
RADIO & TELEVISION TEST
1

INSTRUMENTS
Postage 1/3.

by G. J. King, 251 -

FUN WITH RADIO- CONTROLLED MODELS by E. L. Safford Jr.
25'-, Postage

1

/

,

BASIC RADIO COURSE by I. T.
Frye. 321 -. Postage / -.
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELE..
I

VISION

by F. J.

Carom. 7'6, Postage

6d.
G.E.C. TRANSISTOR MANUAL.
New ed. I6' -. Postage 1,2.
TV FAULT FINDING. A Data Pub:
5' -. Postage 6d.
RADIO VALVE DATA, 7th ed. Compiled by "WW ", 6t -. Postage IOd.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE

IL -.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS

of British and American Technical Books
19 -21

PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADdington 4185
Open 6 days 9.6 p.m.

PRACTICAL

October, 1962

TELEVISION

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW LTD !

Each

tube

is

rebuilt with

a

completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

HERE

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

12in.

Each

tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

t4.

17in.

£5. 0.0

in.

£7. 0.0

15.0

0.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on diel; very

TO AMBITIOUSENO/MFRS
- THE LATEST EDITION ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
OF

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
highly informative t 56-page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Coures in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.
is a

-

- NO FEE"

ogc or experience, you cannot afford
to miss rec:.iing tius famous book. It you are
earning ler; than £25 a . eck, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today -FREE.

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

WHICH

IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng.,
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng..
Baird ing. Plastics,

Draughtsmanship,
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

ÉQi91PTM NT
'radical

and Theorefor beginners in
Radio, toy.. Electronics. Etc.,
A. M.Brik.I.R. E. City & Guilds
Radie Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.H.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio 8 Television Servicing
Pr,s -tical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Basic

tic

Cou -ses

áutomation

YOUR NAME!
A.M I.Mech.E.
A_M.I. C.E.
A. M.I. Prod.E.

We definitely Guarantee

PASS

f

15in.

Cash

LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. TEL. THORNTON HEATH 7735.
385

Whate,er your

14in.

21

RE- VIEW (LONDON) LTD.

"NO

YOU

WHAT
PAY:

Each

FRE

IS

A.M.I.M.I.
A.I.E S.
A.F R Ae.S.
B.Sc.
A. M. Brrt.I.R. E.
City 6 Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education

Etc.. etc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes)
(Dept. SE 20 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING

,n
Q

viol .tt

!

-

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW !!
Please sen° me your FREE 156 -page
'ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES'

Write if you prefer not to cut page,

NAME
AC DRESS

_.

SOEIECT OR EXAM
THAT nITERESTS ME

ORGANISATION OF ITS

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TRIM3'1-:1S

.

ready hull( ampllf,er.

Complets
speaker

I

S.- PI -.

lil

PLAYER KIT

AUTOCHANGER

VALVE'S

t

I:- I,

IrlP' \ rruti .rl
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£12.10.0

101-

1,,,,a1
rrr I:I.:Is.

,in

r
r

C....

PHILIPS CON'',

RESISTIIIIï

P-

-

7

45

HIGH

STABILIII
0.'llI};.A'rIIN

K}:S1bTrqa

AMERICAN "BRAND
PLASTIC RECORDING

FIVE"
TAPE

RAKER SEI_HURST

LOUDSPEAKERS

Controls 80

Volume

COAX

6d.
I

/-

,i1

l

ill;7-:....;.I:.

`.,:+IiF..

.:

1111,:,'r

';:I.rr.'.1

,

.

I,IIs

.,\fI

r

\,

N.l

1.T

la

I

ìi,

al

NI!"

..

.

Sl

KII'
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